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"Would Overthrow Ministry of Japan,
Cause Recall of Ambassador Aoki, -
Then Start Anti- American
Demonstration.
Tokio, June to.—(Afternoon.)
—the council of the progressives
at a meeting :oday adopted a
resolution, the substance of which
was as follows:
"The anti-Japanese feeling upon
the Pacific coast of the United
States, especially in an Fran-
cisco, culminated in an assault
upon Japanese trading places last
month, constituting a most fla-
grant violation of the rights guar-
anteed by the treaty concluded
upon an equal footing between
the two nations.
"These anti-Japanese acts are
not of a temporary nature, and
and the federal government at
Washington must be held respon-
sible for its failure to prevent such
'ernes.
• The attitude of our govern-
ment towards that in Washing-
ton has so far been unsatisfactory
to the nation, and it is necessary
that proper steps should be taken
by our government in order to
maintain the national dignity and
permanently insure the safety of
the rights and property of our
compatriots in America."
Tokio. June co.—Viscount Tani. the
leader of the opposition in the house
of peers. and head of the defense of
Kumanoto in the Satsuma rebellion.
Is reported to have said regarding the
American question:
"The persecution of the Japanese
In San Francisco is a most wicked
set Should diplomacy fail to bring
about a satisfactory solution the only
way open to os is an appeal to arms.
Our mind is firmly made up it is
certain that America will yield, forits people are radically commercial
in their sentiments."
How much Viscount Tani repre-
sents public sentiment it is difficult
to ettimate at the present time
Washinstem. June to -That the
Japanese of the Pacific coast and the
Progressives, a political party of Ja-
pan, ha.ve entered into an alliance
with the earmarks of an international
conspiracy, with the overthrow of the
present ministray in Japan and its.
annulment of the clause in the immi-
gration bill excluding Japanese coolie
labor from continental United States
as the ultimate objects, was learned
authoritatively here today. The pre-
liminary steps in this scheme, it is
said, will be to induce the Tokio gov-
ernment to recall Viscount Aoki, the
Japanese ambassador to the United
States, and to demand an apology
and perhaps an indemnity from this
government for the alleged acts of
violence against Japanese subjects
residing in San Francisco.
With this end in view repre,senta-
tives of the faction hostile to the
Sajonji ministry have been in Wash-
ington to consult with the Japanese
ambassador and the state department
officials regarding the objectionable
clanse in the bill dealing with the Cal-
ifornia school question, and the re-
cent riots in San Francisco. The re-
port which they have sent to Tokio,
it is alleged, will form the basis of a
systematic campaign to bring about
anti-American demonstrations in Ja-
pan and to force Foreign Minister
Hayashi, if possible. to demand 'n-
demnity and an apology on account
of Japanese disturbances in San
Francisco.
These facts became known today
for the first time when it was learned
that T. Takahashi, representaitve of
the Seattle Japanese society; 0 No-davrep, San Francisco Japanese so-
ciety. and K Kaveicamj. staff repre-
sentative of the Yorobtt (daily news-
paper). of Tokio, came to Washing-
ton on April 21 and remained until
May 12. during which time tbey were
negotiating with :he Japanese airs-basaador looking to the annulment of
the Japanese immigration limitationlaw.
This delegation failed in its pur-pose, and, it is stated, after charging
(Continued on Page 6.)
EIGHTH RED CROSS
CONFERENCE
DELEGATES OF ALL CIVILIZ-
ED NATIONS MEET IN
ENGLAND.
*ill Discuss Many Questions of In-
terest to the Nations of the
World.
London, June to.-p-Delegates reprc
senting forty-three nations assem-
bled in London today for the eighth
International Red Cross conference.
Lord Rothschild. president of theBritish central committee, delivered
an address of welcome, stating that
the large and representative attend-
ance afforded fresh evidence of tIseinterests of the signatory gcwernmentsin humanitarian work.
The delegates from the United
States at the conference are SurgeonGeneral O'Relly of teh army. Medi-
cal Director Wise of the navy, Col.
'Sanger. ex
-assistant secretary of war,Miss Mabel Boardman of Washing-
ton and Ernest P. Bic-knell of Chica-go. Canada is represented by Col.J. M. Gibson and Col. G Sterling
Ryerson.
Among the subjects to which theConference will devote attention are
the following: Preventiori of the
abuse of the Red Cross flag and in-
signia; experience in international
aid in Hines of set-. -; what aid nett-
-' siecan render and what not; utili-
tion or ordinary materials for the
chief of the wounded; means of trans-
ortation, etc.; the utility of extend-ing such inforniaticm ;place and role
of women in time of war; organiza-
tion and. functions of bureaus of pris-
oners of war.
In ronneetion with the ccknferencethere is being held in Earl's Court's
an exhibition of humanitarian inven-
tions for the transportation of the
wounded Among the exhibits that
attracted attention at the opening
was the model of a carrier for thei
removal of disabled soldiers from .abattlefield, the invention of Mrs.Chadwick, wife of Admiral Chadwick
of the United States navy. Prizes
are to be awarded for the most use-
ful of these inventions. The prizes
are derived from a fund given for this
purpose by the dowager empress ofRussia.
RESCUE MISSION WORKERS
Return Thanks for Many Donations
•-••• Fine Meeting Saturday.
Union Rescue Miission workers' re-
port for May, gar: Preached 35
s'ermons, visited and ministered in
25 homes, visited the jail twice, pro-
cured permanent homes for four or\
phut children, two boys and two\girls, got employment for six women,
distributed 230 useful articles of
clothing, soo religious papers. 25
testaments, besides tract cards. peri-
odicals and 'quite a lot of Sunday
school quarterlies and literature and
too good books; had eight conver-
sion% four reclaimed and a. number
impressed for a better life; gave away45 meals. ta lodgings, doing all the
good we can with means we have
Many thanks to all contributors to
this humble work. We will gladly
call for your offerings of money.
clothing, etovisicins. Orel, in fact any-thing that you have for distribution
amPlag ;he neerty.
Union R'escue Mission workers hadfour splendid open air.' meetings onthe north side of the city, Saturday
evenin,* and Sttriday, resulting inthree conversions and a dozen or
more earnestly inquiring the way oflife. The bass drum purchased forthe work proved to be just the thing
needed to gather together the people.Also held services at the county _tailwith good results.
R. W. CHILES, Pastor
MRS. IDA fl. CHILES,' Assistant.
•Ohl phone 107 . s or
JOHN ILAVIS SUCCUMBED TO
HEART TROUBLE SUN-
DAY.
While Undergoing a Plunge at the
County Jail His Head Dropped
and Life Was Extinct.
While being given a bath in the
county jail Sunday afternoon John
Havis, the aged and crippled printer,
died of heart trouble. He was a con-
firmed inebriate, and ten nights ago
was picked up at First and Kentucky
by Patrolmen Brennan and Shelby,
who had him placed in the county pail
so he could sober up. Being crippled
so he could barely help himself, thejailer had two darkies to assist him.
at bathing Sunday afternoon and
while- this was going on Havis died
suddenly of heart affliction.
He was 67 years of age and had
resided here for many years, leaving
a wife and four chifdren, Charles,
Ralph and Edna Havis, of this city,
and a daughter at Birmingham. Four
years ago he fell from a depot plat-
form at Marion, Ill . and broke his
leg at the ankle. In knitting the
bone grew so as to turn the foot,
causing him to walk on the ankle.
He resided at 703 Terrell street,
where the funeral will be held this
afternoon with burial following at
Oak Grove cemetery.
His unfortunate crippled condition
preyed on his mind so that he gave
himself up to hard drink during the
past few years.
The coroner's inquest decided that
heart' disease caused the sudden tak-ing off.
KILLED DURING
RAILWAY WRECK
MR. FRED VINT MET DEATH
NEAR LOS ANGELES, CAL.
VOLUME XXIV. NO. 33,
EMPLOY LAWYER !FORMER PADUCAH GIRL
TO AID THEM WEDS AT GROOM'S DEATHBED
BOARD OF HEALTH TIRED OF
GETTING NO RESULT
FROM WORK. •
Mechanicsburg People Before the
, Body and Took Up Well Dis-
tillery Proposition.
In order to see if they cannot be
more successful in the future in con-
centrating their efforts towards keep-
ing the city clean and healthy, the
city board of health during last
night's session at the city hall de-
cided to employ an attorney at their
cost to help prosecute the cases taken
up by the members thereof. The
members state that their inspectors
get warrant after warrant for people
who do not keep their premises
clean and that Judge Cross dismisses
the charges on the people cleaning
up the premises. trhe populace has
learned that the jtadge will do noth-
ing towards fining them, therefore
they let the matt dr of keeping the
premises clean go nntil the inspector
gets a warrant. i'kalizing they will-
not be fined the parties hustle around
then, clean up their yards and
closets, report this to the judge, and
then he dismisses the proceeding,
despite the fact that the inspectors
are put to great trouble and incon-
venience. In order to see if they can
not have better results and secure
fines when they prove that the peo-
ple have positively refused to clean
up. the board will employ the lawyer.
About twenty-five people residing
near the H. Weil & Son distillery" in
Mechanjcsburg appeared before the
board-last night and made strong
complaint regarding the very objec-
tionable odor raaising from the dis-
tillery yards, where alson,t twenty-five
head of cattle are keit the year round
to eat the slops, yr he board con-
demned the distillery and ordered
Health Officer Wm. T. Graves to
abate the alleged nuisance imme-
diately. One warraat was gotten out
last week, but instevl of trying the
case the police judge 'keeps continu-ing it.
A number of alleys were also con-
demned by the board, they bieng inLittle Girl of Mr. and Mrs. B. I. Hop- a fearful and unhealthy condition andkins Died Yesterday of Measles orders were issued for them to be
—Other Children Die. cleaned and put in proper shape, else
the city will be warranted for main-
taining nuisances in this respect.
Those members present at last
night's session were I. J. G. Brooks,
Dr. C. H. Brothers. Dr. H: P. sights.
Dr. James P. Sleeth and Messrs, C.F. Yates and Henry Magee.
The sad news reached this city
Sunday that Mr. Fred Vint was killed
that day during a railroad wreck near
Los Angeles, Cal., but as yet no par-
ticulars have been received. The sad
telegram caused deep grief to his
hundreds of friends here, as Paducah
is his old home.
Mr. Vint was about 33 years of aae
and the son of Mr. William Vint, the
plastering contractor, who moved
from here to Riverside, Cal , several
ears ago. Mr. Fred Vint mov.ed
,west two years since, and was cashier
of the freight department for the
Sante Fe 'railroad. Ile was an ex-
emplary young man of fine habits and
good business qualities, for a num-
ber of years being one of the most
efficient clerics in the Paducah offices
for the N.. C. & St. L. railroad.
Besides his parent S he is survived
by one brother, Mr. Robert Vint, the
telegraph operator. connected with
the Cairo (Ill.) Commission company.
He was a nephew of Captain John
Watts. of the steamer Dick Fowler.
and leaves here quite a number of
relatives and many frifmis.
Died of Measles.
• The three-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B I. Hopkins. of Mill street,
Mechanicsburg. died of measles yes-terday and will be buried this after-
noon at the Saltz cemetery.
Passed Away of Congestion.
Mabel. the five-months-old child of
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Hoflich, of 1024
Ohio street, died Sunday at midnight
of congestion and will be buried this
afterrron at Oak Grave cemetery.
Another Child Died. •
Sunday, Earl, the seven-months
-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Porter,
of t813 Broad street, died at Camp-bell, Mo., where the mother and
child were scisiting tlelatives. Mr.
Porter was Tormerly bartender ^tSamuel Gott's but is now in the slot
machine business.
Raeurhed From Funeral.
Mr. and MTS. J. H. Steffen returnedSunday from St. Louis. where they
were called 'by the death of the tat-ter's father, Mr.. Achilph Gehren. aprominent business man of that city,
who was hulled Saturday. Mr. Suet-fen is manager of the 'Anifeuser-Busch brewery branch here._
WRESTLING
MATCH
EAGLE'S HALL SCENE OF BOUT
TOMORROW NIGHT.
Santello and Chicago Sandow Both
Ready and Cc;sfident That Vic-
tory Awaits Them.
The wrestling match which has been
arranged for at the 4agles' hall for
Wednesday night is attracting proba-
bly more attegrition than any event
that has been pulled off in this city
for some time past, for the reason
that it is a new sport to the average
citizen, and one which he knows
very little about. Another realonfor the widespread interest is thefact that in Santello and ChicagoSindow two of the best men in the
country will be seen at work on the
mat. Both of these men have enviable
records and white there is a littledifference in their respective weightsboth express the utmost confidencein their ability to come out the win-
ner in the bout tomorrow night. TheEagles' hall should prove an idealplace for the match, as there is seat-ing capacity for a large audience andthe promoters of .this match look forthe hail to be filled. Ladies are in-
vited to attend, and it is stated ongood anthoriry that the fair sex arethe most enthusiastic fans.
Grandchild Died. .
Mr. D. C Roberts. president ofThe fluor spar company of the fra-ternity building. yesterday, went to
Marion, Ky., where he was called bythe death of his year olsi grandson,the child of Mr. and Mrs. George
Rdberts of that place. The baby will
he buried today. A
 • '
MR ROBERT HORNER AND MISS ELIZA,BETH BURNETT MAR-RIED SUNDAY AT ii O'CLOCK AS GROOM LAY DYING UPONHIS COUCH IN THE NORTON INFIRMARY AT LOUISVILLE,HIS ILLNESS BEING BLOOD POISON, PRODUCED BY AlLARGE CARBUNCLE—REMAINS TO BE SHIPPED TO PHILA-DELPHIA.
Hundreds of Paducahans received
with deep regret and sadness Sunday
the information that Mr. Robert
Horner died at 5 o'clock that after-
noon in Norton's infirmary at Louis-
ville, six hours after he was united in
marriage to Miss Elizabeth Burnett,
the beautiful daughter of Hon. Henry
Burnet, th e attorney, formerly of
PacLucah. Hepassed away of blood
poison, with his grief-stricken, bride
of a few hours at his bedside clasp-
ing his hand.
Mr. and Mrs. Muscoe Burnett, of
West Broadway, left at noon Sunday
for Louisville, being hurriedly sum-
moned by the fatal illness of Mr.
Homer, rne but they did not arrive until
after his death. The bride is their
niece, and a charming girl who was
born in Paducah, where she resided
until her family moved to Louisville
six years ago.
The Louisville dispatches of yester-
day stated as follows regarding the
sad death: (
Ms. Robert Horner, formerly of
Philadeljihia, who was to have been
married next Wednesday to Miss
Elizabeth Burnett, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Burnett. of 152o
Fourth avenue, died at 5 o'clock yes-
terday afternoon a the Norton in-
firmary before anyone hut the imme-
diate families and friends knew of
his serious illness. Apprised of his
condition Mr. Horner asked that the
marriage ceremony be performed at
once. He and Miss Burnett were
married several hours before Mr
Horner passed away. \las Horner
sat at the bedside holding her hus-
band's hand until the end came. He
was conscious until a few minutes`he-
fore his death.
Mr. Horner was 29 years of age,
and, was the son of Mr. Samuel Hor-
ner, a millionaire, of Philadelphia.
Four years ago he came to Louis-
ville to take the position of vice-
president and general manager of the
Kosmos Portland Cement company.
which is located near West Point.
Mr. Homer lived at the Tavern club,
and was widely known and liked in
Louisville society. He was a man
of fine physique, and until his last
illness, had never been ill a week.
Two Months ago the engagement
of Mr. Horner and Miss Elizabeth
Burnett was announced. The date
of the wedding was fixed for June
12. and a series of entertainments
were arranged by friends of the fam-ily.
A short time ago Mr. Horner be-
came afflicted with a carbuncle on the
neck, but he did not consider it seri-
ous until three days ago, when, as it
refused to heal, he went to the Nor-
ton infirmary and summoned Dr.
Cartledge Dr. Cartledge saw at
once that a terrible mistake had
been made in neglecting the car-
buncle. and that the poison had per-
meated the system. All that medical
attention and skill could do was done.
but the surgeon had been called too
late. Yesterday morning Dr. Cart-ledge informed Mr. Horner that he
could not recover. Mr. Horner re-
ceived the news with courage and
calmness. Miss ' Barnett and her
mother had been in close atendance
from the time Mr. Horner was taken
to the infirmary, and as soon as Mr.
Horner expressed a desire to be mar-
ried before his death the arrange-
ments were hastily made A marriage
license was seemed fix a messengerin an automobile Mr. Samuel- Hor-
ner, father of Mr. Horner, had ar-
rived in the city a few hours before,
and in the presence of Mr. and Mrs.Burnett, Mr. Samuel Horner and Dr.
Cartledge. Robert Horner and Eliza-beth Burnett were married by the
Rev. J. C'. Minnegerode. Shortly
after 5 o'clock Mr. Horner sank peacefully to rest. lie was conscious until
a few minutes before the .11(1, anddied as though felting asleep.
Three hours after the wedding, butbefore Mr. Horner passed away, the
remainder of the Horner family
reached the city. The party consisted
of Mrs. Samuel Horner, Miss MarionHorner. Mrs. 
_Charles Fearon andMrs. Robert Hogue, sisters. Theyhad left Philadelphia ignorant of Mr.Homer's illness, but were informed
along the route of -his serious condi-tion.
The news of Mr. Hdrner's death
spread over the city last.evening, and
caused universal sorrow.
The remains were taken to thehome of Mr. Henry Burnett. and willhe taken to Philadelphia for burial.
It is said that a few days ago, in
anticipation of his wedding, Mr. Hor-
•
ner took out a $25,000 life insurance
making the policies payable to Mrs.Robert Horner.
The marriage was performed at
11:30 by Mr. Minnigerode, who was
to have been the officiating minister
at the wedding Tuesday. Mr. Hor-
ner lay on his bed and clasped Miss
Burnett's hand, as shn stood besidehim, and took the vovis that should
make them one until death, that was
to come so soon, should sever thebonds.
Mr. Horner was conscious until
within a minute or two before hisdeath. He talked with his bride and
with his relatives, who had gathered
at his bedside and told them whatdisposition he wished made of his
effects. His mother and sisters ar-
rived about 2:30 from Philadelphia
and were driven directly from the
station to the infirmary. He recog-
nized them and talked with them.
Almost his last words were a request
that his brother. Charles Horner,
should care for his wife.
Mr. Horner was 214 years old. His
father, of Philadelphia, organized
about four years ago the Kosmos
Portland Cement company and senk
his son here to take charge of the
plant at Kosmosdak, about twenty
miles west of Louisville. on the
banks of the Ohio river. Mr. Horner
came here three years ago as vice-
president, secretary and general
manager of the company, and had
been most successful in its manage-
ment. The property had developedinto a big institution, with a trade in
nearly every part of the country.
The capacity of the plant had recentlybeen doubled. Mr linrner_was wellknown and popular. lie made hishome here at the Tavern club and
was one of the ablest young business
men of Louisville, and those who
knew him had predicted for him abright future. His death coming
with shocking suddenness and with at-
tendant features so sad has cast his
associates into deep sorroww.
1' Mrs Horner is a well known young
society woman and made her debut
several years ago. She has many
,friends whose hearts go out to herin her deep affliction.
RELATIVES BELIEVE
DR. SARAH MURPHY
HAS KILLED HERSELF.
Woman Recently Tried for Murder
of Katie Bryant Has Not Been
Seen Since May 22.
Louisville, lime to.—D: Sarah
Murphy. who was recently dismissed
on peremptory instructions after trial
on the charge of murdering Katie
Bryant by an attempted criminal
operotion. has mysteriously disap-
peared, and her daughter. Mrs. Smith,
who lives on a farm near Jacob
Park. thinks that she has committed
suiSocid'estrong is Mrs. Smith's convic-
tion that her mother has taken her 
• 
•
life that she , has notified the life-
savers to search for the body. and
has also asked the police to try to
throw. some light on the disappear-
ance.
Dr. Murphy was tried and acquitted
on May. at. After the trial, it is
said. she'went to New Albany, and
sought temporary !shelter at the
home of Essex Dawson, the Colored
servant who has been in her employ
for several years. and ,alio was one
of the principal witnesses for the
prosecution at the trial.
Dawson. it is said. either could not,
or would not, allow Dr. Murphy to
atop at his home, and she went away
disconsolate. Dawson is said to have
referred her to some one else in New
Albany who might take her in. but
she was refuted admittance hero
akoCAccording to the story told today,
Dr. -Murphy declared that she was
going to end her life by jumping in
the river. TN last that wta seen
of her was at a station on the
"Dinky" road betsteen New Albany
and Jeffersonville.
Mrs. Smith is nearly distracted
over tbe disappearance of her mother
and says that she is fullyN convinced
that she has ended her life. She
says that during the time. that she
was out on &Ind, and pending ter
trial. she made two effort* to enchlife. One of these was by soriar.„. ,
an artery in her leg, as she ey has beenbefore a 
rope 
whpilee 
her 
chnetir,tnty,:syterian churclil
the other was by hang+ the case strider
w
daughter's home.a
•
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WE USE
The KING OF ALL
Bosom IRONER'S
- 
WHY?
First
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone soft
RCURSIONS
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. tient leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
)... ;einfr other information apply to"cc
- e JAMES ICOGER, Supt.
rRArrx L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND TF. P TO
Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.0o, Meals and Berth
Inclueed.
Round Trip to Cairo,
• 
erty of five or over, $1 each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pus-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
II.!. RIMS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, ask; Office, 353.
U. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
Wm. Marble.
HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
. • - • 
Practice id all the courts of the
state. Both •'phones 31.
Rooms 1,2, fend 4, Register Build-
ing, 513 1-1 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ego:
Old Phone'refia R
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Sclunidtai,
Architect and:Superintendent:
401 Fratrrtity Building.
Old Phone 4911-R.
PADVOAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVER &
N'GREGOR,
- Lawyers,
OFFIC4, Benton, Ky. rear Bank
Poo lr4'ounty; eiceh, Ky.,
the only 'etuilding.
Old phone efieR
TI1E WOODEN WOMAN,
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. K. EBIEDMAJI
The occupants of the other apart.
Monts in the tenement called her "the
wooden woman." The expression on
heir face, which never changed, was
woodeuy, and even when she moved
about she seemed to be carved out ot
wood.
In the simmer when the weathe1
was pleasant she sat outside on the
;Ceps, her hands folded in her late &ILI
she saw nothing of the life that was go.
lug on around her, as if she 'were corn"
pletely absorbed by something that
was geing on in her mind—her mind thee
everybody thought was as vacant as the
Mere in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleesaa
or cold she sat ia ner kitchen with has
hatdejolded us Saar lap, the same vacant
stare ta her big, calm eyes. This kItchea
ILself was a dark, windowless room, cut
*ff from all light by the surroundine
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful ale
even though she was forced to keep the
lamp burning there by day as well as by
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained •
hand-made, hand-earved cupboard--
filled. with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were tilled with associations ot
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a cloak
ticked away—ticked away like her own
Life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation, tort with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"if the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," said one of her neigh.
boa to another, "1 don't think eithes
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "good night" to anybody.
oot even to her two roomers, who neves
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had a
Landlady who severinterfered with the'
privacy. If people talked to her she
listened with the need, vacant expres-
sion of the beat, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave net
roV17.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a propoel tien that actual.
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her fames if to ward of a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I? My hnsbend made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the Thrifts:.
"Yea, a carpenter and a sidlor."
"Where is be now?"
The wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her hands folded is
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she had commftted a cardinal sin
and as if she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenemeat
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him is
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she bad scarcely
started to her task when she was over-
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before she
did and not find the hall lamp lighted
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of the remoraelesui
dock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawr around her and within
which It had fixed her, she became as
panic stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilize,
Lion and dropped in the heart Gran Afri-
can jungle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same voice burst into rap
ferrous song the tenement was all aston-
Unmet But how can one express the
tenentent's amazement when it came to
recognise that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rut; the wooden
woman's husband had come home unee
.pectedly late the night before, and hie
wife was supremely, inexpressibly hap-
Pf—tiothing more.
A thousand questions were asked the
Informant.. Had this Kirkwood been is
Alaska? Had he modt his fortune
there? Had he been in India? Was be
going to remain In America or go hack
with his wife whence he had come? The
roomer shrugged his shoulders, deciar
lag be knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarelp at home
now. She was trotting about with her
husband day and night, to the theaters,
to the restaurants, downtown on er
rands, to the North side on visits, when
ever he had a mind to take her, and he
seemed to hgve a mind to take her every-
where. The wooden woman was as
completely transit:wined as if 30 years
had been suddenly subtracted from hee
age and she tad been restored to he,
girlhood.
Then one tine day the tenement
learned from the rdomer that the bus
band bad gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
4 hack into the wooden woman. HSI
soap ceased; her laughter becalm
fower and lower, then it died ewes
altogether; she spoke less and less
then not at all. She sat In hes
clean, windowless kitchen the live
long day, with hands folded, the old vie
cant eters in her eyes.
The tenement no longer wonders
about what she is thinking or towarel
what the vacant stars in her big. ealr
OfIETTO sitter.
BY MARY BIENENSTOCE.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoos
of a sultry day until we readied oar Cho
der, which was a dingy apartment hi
a tenement house. We were very rest.
lees and boisterous, lint our Rabbi Jo:
seph did not cheek our noise as he gena
wally did. His thoughts seemed too falf
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won.
der what his past life bad been.
He was about 60 years of age. POW
ere; must have been his constant eom.
pinion, because furrows of core were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised In prayer to the Ileaveule
Father. Oa the aide of his ears hune
two earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. Ins shoulders were so bent and
torrid the he seemed to ban borne the
yoke and persecution of biomes fer
taxies. A large Hebrew book ley WWI
before him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powerw and
splendors of the Almighty. Although be
was poor, we boys always revered hiss
for his age and &Retest learning.
Then we seated smileless upon 'large
wooden bench, which creaked ander ua
Mcees, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. ThM
pole rue howl, and I vowed that wbale
we were dismissed I would repay hint
with Interest
"She!" said rabbi, in his deep, govern
tag voice, "if you promise to be and 1
Will tell you a, teary afterward."
This made us quiet soon moss% tee
we always delighted in the startle of
our peat glories. Yet I must bay that
perhaps we thought more of the cm*
log story than of our prayer. Thea, 111
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to rs
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our head*
shook, our feet swung. end, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly.
When we had finished Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"You know It Is sometimes a relied
to tell all that Use upon ones beast."
He cleared kW 'solos sad gathered
moms
-I boil irealtlor pariahs and madded
a good eleddles. My Youth Puma
awow kedifter, les I knew no ewes
When I mai 1/1 years oil I noerried
lbotbes, a goell end bensUfal niolgoa.
dbe V s deloltbter he adiabl
Pm. As poreas • My was her sad
Ob. lather, keep it withia My care!"
Here he lass we Ws holds sat Ida
voice was tall at passion, while twe
tears ran doers las cheeks and lem
themedves within the riagliets of his
beard.
We boys put our arps upon one ass.
other's shoulders sad embed to nentle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was wry
borne to be the source of comfort for
the poor and homeless, fOr the CULT is-
rued an edict expelling the Hebrews of
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded cities. Al
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people.
I gave myself up to teaching by day
sad I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my tenable dwelling I felt
comforted that the Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open, and
two drunken officers entered. Thee
thrust my wife &war, and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet They echo dry
and hollow within my heart,
"I was placed upon a wawa, on
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
how it got them. After a few days'
journey we arrived at a village inhab-
(ted by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
liked.
"I had to work from laybreak until
night, and my food was coarse brown
bread. I slept In the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at,
tie in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death.
Who aired? My Place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I tied to this free country. Ob, you
who are yet•young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not re-
quire you to die for her, then live for
ber and make her glorious!"
The sun was already declining and
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newspaner. This is what we read:
"Nether, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Vilan. All feel her 1068,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unselfIshiness and self-seeelfice. She
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
!slay her soul reset in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. If I could but treed
upon the land of my forefathers
should be satisfied. Judah, oh. -Lida)i
bola long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower end lower,
as if bowed down by grief and Ruder.
lug. The shadows of darkness wept
Into the room and our rabbi seilland
unconscious of us. We qu1day arena
and walked out of the dark room, leav-
ing our rabbi with Bead still bent
I forgave Moses his pranks, and at
we walked along we sang the "Hata-
vale" When we mashed, our borne'
the street lamps were already kindled
and a enoi twelve was blowing.-11. Y.
. ,
THE TALE OF A TALE
started on the small eofa in the
11Y RDITH_IL WILLETTZ.
It
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alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the hearth
rug, with his back to the fire, looking
down on the other as he sat, finger-
ing the MS. on her lap.
"Why do you want to read it?" she
&eked.
"Because you wrote it," he answered,
with great simplicity.
She. frowaed. "You ought to say,
It's because my other stories have bees
so successful, and I get such nice punt
is the papers!"
"Those reasons may Buffos for the
rest of the world, but they don't fol
me!"
Two hours later he stool in his own
front hall, turning his pockets ituridsi
out by the light of the midnight oil,
then he searched the front steps and
examined the pavements outside, and
finally patrolled a certain street to a
certain house ell a certain small hour
of the morning, when he returned to
his abode uttesing unholy words.
"What are you looking for?" she ta
'needed on entering the drawing room
the next morning.
"Nothing," he answered, ado& has
(fly tree& an evident laspeetion of the
carpet His face was pale. and his
searching eye roamed uneasily over tbe
turaitars
"I thought you might have dropped
sometlann" she suggested, causually.
"Oh, no!" he responded defiantly.
"Well, what did you think of it-r
she inquired.
"Oh!" he said with • start. "That
story of yours? It was great—resaw
absorblegl I assure you it kept em
awake until four o'clock this mois-
ten"
"And yet It is eomparaUvity sheet.
You inuat read very slowly! Do tell
me what you like best about it."
"Oh, wall,- he floundered; "I liked
It all immenaely, but what &spooled to
ate eepeelatly was that—er—oceoe
where the herotae—.r--gets the beat
of it"
Hs telt that he was doing well. but
at Oda point she brought him bath to
earth.
"Do you think." she had MIL dam
nest and vides-eyed. "tbat Gregory
sada lo base don ur
-wur he sabot stagging fkir a
seineat -9rhatr gag tbsa u 1i1
tog lisenetl—" Tea" This atoudy. "I
think dregsry tram perfectly fusellstr
I dem% ass how, alder the drown
seuesso he eould kayo don etberwloa
aia oda aortal* lbot la We One 1
dwelt have deals feat doe nose ObIng."
'911`bat mast- age adiod. as Os
3ebid die doe with her bath Most
Mo. as be did net amiewor boneillabo.
g, is said wady: deo% Mal
you gone soderstead vbet asese 1 se-
lined but III slow yes be me
meet It you'll jam lead are the INV
sas.r he queried, bleakly.
'Th. MIL" she repeated deter
adeaday..
Rev. E. B. Ramsey, well known
and beloved in this city, where he
was pastor of the Broadway Method-
ist chuKch a few years ago, delivered
a most excellent address at the Madi-
son Heights Methodist church at
Memphis Sunday. The following ex-
tracts are taken from, the Monday's
Commercial Appeal:
"During the course of his re-
marks the pastor eloquently deplored
the widespread tendency among peo-
ple to criticise the church falsely, to
estimate it by the characters of a few
stray sheep. He urged that the
church should be looked upon in the
light of its original purpose, of its
present ideals; should be regarded as
a divine institution, immutable, the
'bride of Christ.'
"Dr. Ramsey based his remarks
upon an interpretation of the words,
5th chapter of Ephesians, and said in
part:
'I speak concerning Christ and the
church • • • ' taken from. the
"1. The church—what it means.
"There are many strange ideas
about the church. To the extent our
views of a thing are wrng will we
talk and act wrong in conection with
that thing.
"Some people have an idea the
church is a kind of hospital for the
sick and diseased to enter for moral
and religious treatment, when really
the church cannot save itself, but is
dependent upon Jesus Christ. Indi-
viduals coming into dm visible church
should meat) by such an act that they
had first been helped by the great
head of the church. They come to
the church not to be saved, but be-
cause they are saved.
"The church is compared to a vine-
yard and an arroy. This means work
and battle, not weakness and sick-
ness.
"1. Others look upon the church
as a resting place from labor and
temptation, not understanding Christ's
invitation, 'Come unto Ent all ye that
labor and are heavy laden. and I will
give yon rest.' This meant to rest
from the burden and labor of sin, not
from the labor of faith and love.
"Receiving Christ's yoke suggests
training ane the burden reeponsie
bility. What Christ said of himself
and work, the rest of soul lie gives
makes each one feel the same way
about his oen work 'I must work
it is day.'
the work of Him that sent me while
"3. Still others seem to think the
church mainly for social advantages.
to introduce them into better society
This might come as one of the
minor results, but it is not the chief
good of church membership The
church is to so hold up and repre-
Ile took two turns up and down the sent Christ as to lift up and save the tributinn most show, and orders the
room than faced her, croons& and last. If Christ had been looking f^ r! maintenance of enmfnrtsale
Wm extremely sorry to tall yore,' have started his kingdom with others 
and san-
estorbillen. the social feature alone he would 
.itary waiting and accessories
be said hoarsely, "that your M. le— than illiterate fishermen
(the arctic blue of her eras from Use "Church people have complained
truth upon his lips)-10 left ballad." that they had no one sueable to asso-
ciate with in the church They must
be far removed from commutation
with Christ or they would get enough
uplifting and satisfying to make up
for any deficienciee in his disciples.
No greater compliment can be paid
a church than that it draws and
hold, all ranks and classes of men.
"Christ's kingdom is distinctively
spiritual; not meat and drink, but
righteousness, peace and joy in the
Holy Ghost. It furnishes the com-
mon platform upon which people of
all conditions and grades can meet in
upion with Christ and fellowship with
each other. 'If we %elk in the light
as he is in the light. we have fellow-
ship one with another, and the blood
of Christ cleanses us from all us-
righteousness.'
"4. The church by some is looked
upon as an organization of proud and
ambitious men and women met to-
gether for the purpose of making a
display in heartless forms and costly
attire. Ileirce some working men, in
their unions, have discouraged their
members from attending or belong-
ing to the church.
"5. Some consider it a court in
hich the unfaithful and inconsistent
are to be tried; when the guilty are
not bound hand and foot and cast
into outer darkness, the chtoch is
most severely condemned. Christ
never recommended such a course.
He said, 'Let the thistles and wheat
grow together, lest in trying to up-
you've lost my MS.?" root the tares the wheat be die-
"Because I haven't!" be answered turbed.'
think more of the church and treat it
better if we would study Christ's
relation to it, and interest in it
"The church is his body. He is rep-
resented as nourishing and cherish-
ing it as a man does his body. The
church is the bride of Christ. The
closest and most sacred relation of
earth has been employed to set forth
that between Christ and his church
—the relation, of man and wife.
"'Christ's love for the bride was
sufficient to make him lay down for
her his life. Let the man who would
stab the church remember her rela-
STRIKE MAY BE
CALLED SOON
New York, June to.—The national
executive- board of the Commercial
Telegraphers" union of America met
here today to take final action in re-
gard to the demands made upon the
Western Union Telegraph company.
Wednesday will be the regular meet-
ing day of the directors of the tele-
graph company and unless satisfac-
tory concessions are then announced
a strike of the 20,000 telegraphers in
the United States and Canada ap-
pears to be inevitable. Strong pres-
sure is being brought to bear on
both sides and it is hoped that the
conflict may be avoided
The principal demands of the men
are for an eight-hour day, the aboli:
lion of the sliding scale of wages,
and the reinstatement of discharged
union telegrahpers in New York,
'Rochester, Louisville, Nashville and
other cities. The national executive
board will present a statement of the
grievances to the directors of the
company. An ultimatum will be pre-
sented only as a last resort and after
all efforts to reach a satisfactory
basis of agreement have failed.
Hand beat carpets are not clean,
We have a machine. Phone :21
NEW RAILWAY RULES -
IN WASHINGTON STATE
be finished. "I hope you don't used it
Immediately r.
"N—no," she admitted; "not to-day
but I really must dispatch It to the
publishers to-morrow."
"All right," he said. "I'll call in the
morning!"
"With the ma.r. she asked
smilingly.
"With the MB." he echoed, 
despair.Weir
.
And as be went out of the house he
hod a brief Ineffectual: conversation
with .the bailer, perpetuated with a five-
dollar bill, and then paced the street
for loamy hour.—. prey to thoughts of
forgery and flight
It was the next morning and ha had
bees talking volubly and long on dif-
ferent eubjeets when she at length
nianaged to get in a word.
"Welt" eke asked, "bare you got
lir
"What?" be answered quickly. Tbe
Measles? No! Animist's you seemed
So flask so, judging trots the way is
which you avoided MO at the reception
last eight, and again at the opera aft-
erward. You wouldn't give me sr
much am a bow."
"I didn't see you." She told him.
"Where—where was I?" he Inter.
rupted to explain. "In UM dress etc
cis on the opposite side, with my
glasses leveled on your box."
"That was a waste of time," she said
impatiently, "and so is this. What Is
the use hiding the truth any longer?
Why will you not acknowledge that
doggedly. "No!' (As she stared at
him is amazement.) "If that I. has
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you
are responsible, and you aloes!"
He stride to the door, then wheeling
round, faced her.
"If I forgot your story," he mate
barshly, "It was because I Weis think-
tag only of you. If I was abeentwainti-
ed, it was because you were present.
ff I--er---leet that MS., it was bemuse,
Well! I suppose you know it—I had
already lost my heart. That's all
llood-hyl" 4
AM be tensed to go. But she was
already at his elbow, and there wee
semeehhig in her hand—a typewritten
parcel—a MS.
"It has been a pretty bad quarter of
an hour, hasn't it?" she asked him, and
her eyes were twinkling—"Uusekir to
your satiate and mine But ple're sot
going yet?" (For he was turtles/ to
the door knob.) "It isn't late, and be.
sides—"
Item she looked lip at him, and—ah,
well' —The clock ticked loudly and the
Weekly.
"6. Last, the church has been
treated as a pale-faced, weak-minded,
half-starved little orphan, coming
into the world by chance, to be used,
by the fault-finding and censorous
to exercise their gifts upon. The
vague, indefinite idea of the church
makes the abusers of the same feel
sure their attacks will fgo without re-
eentment.
"Whenever the church is men-
tioned in the Bible we understand
one of two things to be Meant: (a) it
may be an organization of people with
a stated time and place for the wor-
ship of God in prayer, song and
'preaching of His word; this may be
a Beritist, Methodist or any religious
denomination.' (b) it may mean the
people of every age and clime, re-
gardless of denomination, who believe
In and are devoted to Jeitts Christ.
This is the sense in which oar text
is used. Paul meant this when he
said, 'Husbands, love yogi. • wives
even as Christ loved the chitreh, and
gave Himself for it.' We would
Olympia. Wash.. June to.—The
new rules and regulations drawn lip
by the state railroad commission to
govern the transportation of passen-
gers. record of car distribution, the
provision of safety device's and other
matters were put into effect today
The odes provide, among other
things, for the issuance of interchan-
geable mileage books, anon miles, at
Seer. for regular trip tickets at rega-
le* rates god for thirty days. and for
the rederntpion of same within thirty
days if not used. provides fee bulletin
hoards to show train movements,
specifies what the record of car di.
room{
E. C. COPELAND
Contractor for
HOUSE PAINTING, SIGN WRIT-
ING.
PAPER HANGING AND DECO-
RATING.
Decorating and Fresco work
Specialties
New Phone 1201.
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SMOKE
000D
CIOARS
Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not 51
good.
However, every tiger we
keep—whether imported or do-
mestic—is a good, satisfaction_
promoting smoke.
J. N. Oehlschlaeuer
DRUG GIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
 ,...••••••• are
Vint
EXCURSION
BULLETIN
IRE FOLLOWING RE-
DUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
SARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
Knights TempZan — $26.20 —
Illy and to 7th inclusive, good
returning until July 26th with
privilege of extension until July
s4th, upon payment of Sz.00 ex-
tra. Through sleeper from Pa-
ducah to Buffalo on train 104,
1:33 a. na, Saturday, July 6th.
PHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
S244:0—July ilth to 24th in- ;
elusive, good returning until July '
23rd with privilege of extension..
Until July 31st. Through sleeper
from Paducah. Leaves on train
104. July 14th, 1:33 a: m:
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club. $6.95 round:rip, May 6th,
returning May 7t12; 11.95 round
trip May 4th, good returning
June 9th: May 5-11-18-22-25 and
99, June 2-5 and lith, limit two
days.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th to November 3otis--25
days-423.75. Coach excursion,
on special dates--S26.00 every
Tuesday, limit to days.
FOR FURTHER PAR'
TICULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot.
rALBEN W. BARIELEY,7
Attorney-at-Law.
Boom 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992.
DR. ADRIAN HOYER,
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. Cl. EIIBA.NILS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
Residence, Sio Broadway, Phone 249
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
Phones: Office 870; Res. 272.
PADUCAH, KY.
_
It T. LIGHTFOOT,
Lawyer.
Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHER,
Vetierinasy Surgeons and Dentists.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
• Old Phone 1345. New phone 351.
Residence, old phone 1816.
J. M. JONES
Dealer in High-Grade
Pianos and Organs
622 Broadway
Old Phone 1134 Paducah,
k.
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William 0. Watson, • well-known
lawyer, of LI.lahoma City, gives the al)
pended illustration of one of the meth
ode adopted to boom a town into exist
ence:
is early ten years," he says, "since
the try hereabouts Las been, what
you ht call, 'on the boom,' but it has
been n years since the professional
town boomers quit us. The hut Instance
of 'overnight booming,' I remember was
the town of Lanowack. If you will go.
about six miles east of OhLlano City,
you will see a mail crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching on every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie. with ha- :1y a house in sight, This
e A. The rremoter, who ha,d
acal „ for BOMB time, such
lent/ pureilased a quarter section of
auel and tacked the name on It. Hi
was a boomer, one of the real sort who
vault] sell anything they got their
sands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was no town there, and nothing to
make a tows, but it was the promoter's
busineat to sell just such impossebilt
ties, sod the way he did It proved him
a maeter of his art. The Mr. Col
Sellers who was doing the bush:tea,
there decided that a certain German
settlement In northwest Kansas WWI
looking for tuft mach a afty as be had
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He tarried • week. talked Lanoweek
and painted 'mintier's for the roone.:0-•
farmers who used to 'Hoek der helve
Beet country in tho world and lot,
of it, he told them; soil Peculiar:7 et
,ted for raising cotton, ehrn. wheat
*lets, rye, le , tern:" radirhes, pare
hips, children, twice% end, In fact.
anything that a Curie:Ian gentleman
has a right to ask for on this 10 sly
footstool. Yee, and right in the
sconitaels was Latiowack—high, dry
and healthful, the Arcuate of the west
• as promoter knew his men and
his bet/Antes. After be had slung on
the beautiful red paint, be hacked up
his special train to the statioo. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
eon goods and tcsabled in. They
re net going down as settlers, het
merely as investors, who would reap
the harvest as soon as the people
rushed is tress the east and built up
the tows. as they were IWO to de.
They were gettiag in on the ground
Geer. Of coarse they never 'tweeted
That the promoter was In the ostler.
"The train passed through tenowack
In the OW. and the Investors tumbled
out at °Watteau City. At break el
day the boomer had his brass band MI
the street, sad every saloon in town
was thrown open to the proepectivel
suers of Lanoweek, the coming ase
tropelis of the southwest. The riot-
tors would be marched into one sm
loon while the band outside played
'Die Witch am Shots,' and then they
would move on to another.
"By the time they were halfway
through the rounds. It was decided
taut Laaowack was the beet proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the savior of the
German citizen. He stood .. well and
Immediately got the crowd on board
the arabi, and they visited Lanowack.
"The engineer stopped at the mail
erase that was all of Lanowsek that
'tasted at that time, as to day. But
the crowd was delightful. There was
the grcend, just as the boomer bad
said; there was the country rtretchina
round about The air was light and
healthful, and the laity which the err>
motor spread out before them showed
the location of the poet °lice the
courthouse and federal building. Bi•
Wee, there was the braes band and
the rairoad. and the kegs In the bag.
wige car, which had been brought
along. as Lanowark lacked a well at
the time and the water works had not.
yet been installed.
"The lots were put up at auction
and went like hot cakes, at pricei
ranging from $25 to $100, according ts
their proximity to the 'courthouse' ot
'federal building.' or some other im
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traMc. Bus:ness was good
The promoter wad sorry he had nut
bought two quarter sections, as thee
Lanowack would have been twiee
large--on the map. Alcor everythina
bad been sold, the train pulled back
Into Oklahoma City, where ....ere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he Mai
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
thing like $5,000 otit of the deal, after
paying for his train, band, beer anC
other sapensers. About a year after
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympathizers with hirn for the
way he had been taken in, but it wak
pity wasted.
"'ley," he said, 've gets ter Aoe din
soontry, ye oas pig railroad rite. al,
der peer vs 11013, der fine muoaick *no
der -locale vt.cation. net hi only coal
hnntret dolls. Id va.s vent id.' "—N. k
Weekly. 1. 
Poor Speaker.
Lae cue-Licaulabed Nap.
sachasetts lawyer, in his ycliug mob
hood was an indifferent apeamer. par
ticipating In a law case Sa2U11 Atte: hie
admission to the bar, beture Nunn Ad-
ams Justice of the peace, Dat..11*at
posed by an older attorney, %now, ela
lattice attracted a large orvwd that
packed the courtroom. The justice Was
freely perspiring and, 'drawing on ha
oat in the midst of the lawyer's elo
saient address, he said: "hit. Attorney,
euppoeing you sit down and le . Dawes be
gis tolpeak. I want to thin out ti,
crowd."
Custom General. 
•
The custom of giving Christmas sift/
oo Christalasday is general ensue* al
Ky. carlatl&D term 
_
•
••••
WHITTEMORE'
COLUMN- OF
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
PHONES 835.
$S5o Monroe street smiths foot lot,
north side between Sixteenth street
and Fountain avenue; shade tree ,- ;
fine lot for home building.. Half cash.
$11200, four acres, ;Mechanicsburg
'between Sears' store and Yeiser ave-
nue. Would make tine truck, dairy
or pou'try farm. Would make 25
lots.
$loo and upward, to per cent net
land lien notes;, absolutely safe; no
better investment
$1550 No. 1126 Trimble street four-
room house, 40 foot lot; good neigh-
bors. Half cash.
$250 new home, 40 foot lot,
Vaughan's merchandising. Addition
rents for $60 per year or 20 per cent.
If you have $250 this is a good place
to put it.
$15oo two-story ao foot lots, north-
east corner Nineteenth street and
Goebel avenue and Tennessee street,
end of Nineteenth street, car line,
tine location for wagon yard, store
or other business. One-third cash.
$600. twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between. 26th and
29th streets, some lots irregular shape
and some low, brook runs through
corner about four acres, all for $600,
$200 cash balance r and 2 years, make
some one a good home place with
garden.
$2,000, two story, 6-room house on
the easy monthly payment plan, $itoo
cash balance $15 per month, 6 per cent
interest, west end 28th street, between
Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
wes side of 28th street, 60 ft. lot.
Faces Hughes Park. Good home buy-
ing opportunity for some one wanting
good home on easy payments just out
side the city
$aco new Mechanicsburg two-room
house near Yeiser avenue and Mill
street 4.0 ft. lot, well, $50 cash balance
$600 per month 6 per cent interest.
House rents for $5oo per month Buy
it and tenant will nearly pay for it
for you.
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg ao ft.
lots, $5o cdsh and $to per month buys
all of them. You can by accepting
this proposition be buying seven lots
for only $I0 per month. No trouble
to save up $to per month and own
these lots.
$aoo Acre of ground between
Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
$9oo Five acres level land covered
with trees on Hinkleville road just
East of C. C. Lee's country home.
One-third cash. In three years a lot
out of this land will be worth as much
as an acre now.
$2,25o no acres, house, land, nearly
all cleared. Olivet church road, five
miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
Price. All cash. No discount.
$850 Jefferson street lot. North side
between t3th and 14th streets. to ft.
Only lot at the price on Jefferson
street, east of Fountain avenue.
$35o Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots,
jam west of Metier addition. Five
lots , to minutes from I. C. shops
and new car line, $25 cash, balance
$10 per month, Lots in same add:firm,
a little off the Matfield road, from,
$150 to $250 each. 7
/too Harrison street, aoxtfo ft,
lots, North side, between 13th and
14th. . $50 cash, balance $5 per
month. Good "Colored settlement or
place for rentitif houses."
$150 Rowlandtown, so ft. lots, $to
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
$200,
$4,500 Jefferson street, south-
east cornet of 15th street. Lot 6ox173
Most desirable place to build double
or apartment house. Fine 4 room
modern house built in the rear of the
lot. House, storm shutered. Floor
in atic. Instantaneous heater in
bath. Half cash buys this place,
$1',7430 Harahan boulevard, so ft. lot
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine
lot on which to build desirable home
Sewer, sidewalks, concrete street.
Half caste
$500 Broadway, 50 ft. lot, North side
between 25th and 26 th streets. One-
fourth cash.
$itoo Fountain avenue lot, North-
west corner of Lang Park. Is a most
desirable lot on which to build home.
Lang Park will soon be very attrac-
t've. One-third cash.
CRIMSON CREW OFF
FOR NEW LONDON.
Boston, Mass, June 16.—The Har
yard varsity crews left today for New
Condon to complete their training
for the coming races with Yale The
tree" as usual, drill be quartered
Red Top. In addition to the vars - (
eight. a four-oar, two subetitutes. t Li
coxswaine, and managers Whitney.
' Howe and Roosevelt were taken
along. The freshman crew aill•fol-
:%:jk.IcIl. days. .
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Nxtraordirutrily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangoi.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank.'
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suo-
cesaful treatment of appendicitis by;
means of "collangol." a silver solution.;
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a,
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon its
remedy could be found to make an op.
oration unnecessary. Such a remedy, tt
Is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Coils-14ot is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
maulpulationa for rendering silver,
gala silver and some other metahs sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of hmar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
Internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful experiments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
arid non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, u, for instance, tn the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. M.00sbruggsr, of LeuUrirch, has
now used collangol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to hie statement
In the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
Or three days after treatnynt a decided
Improvement was noticeable In incipi-
ent OftBell. In cases where an Inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very-
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
ithhePting to with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
Instilled in stating that every case of
appendicitis, If early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all It will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which la capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real crtticiam possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Further experiments will be awaited
with great intercat says the Didas-
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
Te most persons the phrase "Thia
denture witneaseth" is as much °rec.:
as the common phrase "Witness my
hood and seal." Yet . ath are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ote
tattling at present.
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin.
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent-
ure. ' Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
lag in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"band and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there ro
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idedti
nod, the gentry added their seals for
the parpose of further _establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer IB aa necessary as the signa-
ture to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
Lb. time when justice sat In the open
court yard, and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while tha "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living' Vt-het
is your trade or profession?" asked the
judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a phermaccoca-
tegraphologist." His honor threat-
ened to One him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was all
right, meaning a Writer of prescrip-
tions.—PhUtuielphla Press.
Not* Square.
"How do we know thp world Is
rovindr' ,aeked the school teacher.
"Beeause we know it isn't square,"
Promptly replied the toy who had been
ebaurbIng ,know!edille b- at graft and
Don't Spend Hit
Tour earningo
Put some aAde for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man or woman who has
a little money saved is the one wno is
in a position to open the door when op-
portunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.
WE PAY 4 PERCENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
Nome Plumbing.
Y"
.14itto 47141k,
aria'
qk.'‘ellPNL. 4101 411
.All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our perscmai
envision, and no detail, no mar:a how
unimportant it may seem, escapes our arm-
don. We use the famous
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing 17:xtu-cs,
which are the best made. rl.:cin3
your work with us, you arc assured cf t.'!e
best material and workmanship obtainabie.
Let us quote you prices.
E. D. HANNAN Both 
Phones, No 201.
133 South Fourth St.
1
ti
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Mattil,Efinger et Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 B. 'THIRD STREET; PADUCAH. Y
INSURE WITH
BEBOUT & SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 385
Guy Nance &Son
UNDERTAKER.S and EMBALMERS
211-213 South Third Street,. PADUCAH KY.
 411111111111111111211111111a
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
capital stock  '  $100,000
Surplus   $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. 
W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. $9o.
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90 YEARS OLD, HE SEEKS
SEPARATION FROM WIFE
Pioneer Resident of Michigan Says
Woman Deserted Him in Cali-
fornia.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June to.—Levi
Woods, oo years old, was an appli-
cant in the circuit court for divorce
from his wife, Mary Woods They
wt•re ti;f:tity-firen rare- p•zo
•
'rges a daughter of his wife by.
a r marriage with causing the
tr . He says she induced him to
s( hi: property here alul move to
C )via,'where she was living. He
..!A until t885 and then returned
I it'' refusing to return with hitt%
Woods is a territorial pionee
r- L'40A-4sal4- -*-cteistury has .been. ..a.
of the Presbyterian church
The court has the case under
advi 'em en t.
't
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NEITHER SIDE KNIGHTS OF PAAS
WIL BE HURT CELEBRATION JULY FOURTH
THAT VIEW TAKEN WY JUDGE
IN OVERRIMING DE-
MURRER.
DESIRES TO HEAR FULL
One Year $5.00 CASE ON ITS MERITSSix Months 
 
2.50
Three  
 1.25
One Weex 
 
act
•
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
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The Need of Protection(?)
When we see a seven-foot man,
armed with a machine gun and auto-
arnatic pistols, put on armor to pro-
tect himself,against the assault of a
seven-year-old boy armed with a pop
gun, we at once think of the Ameri-
can steel and iron industry asking for
protection against foreign competi
lieu. In this country we have iron
are, coal and limestone on practically
the same ground. In fact at Ensley
City there is a furnace that secures
its ore, coal and fluxing material from
ir7fTerent levels of the same mine.
We have the.lateet machinery for the
most economical working of iron
from ore to pig% pig to steel and the
st eel into any form needed for
modern use. We have 9killed me-
chanics who produce more per day
than those of any other nation. Wie
have 85,000,000 people to consume the
output of our factories in OUT own
land. Equeally as many on the
American continent that we can
reach with less transportation ex-
pense than any- of our competitors.
The whole of the east is as close to
us.as to any other people.
There is in America one steel cor-
poration that, with an investment of
$400.000,000, is paying dividends and
interest on $1,400,000,000. There are
others which in the aggre-
gate are more than equal to
this one in size and whose
profits are at least as great.
When we remember the immense
power of accrued wealth, the advan-
tage the great corporation has over
smaller competitors, we realize that
this industry is at least able to hold
its own against any ordinary compe-
tition.
On cvsry pound of iron or steel
bought from abroad freight must be
"aid in addition to the cost of making
before . we secure it. Those of us
who have ever paid any freight bills
will understand that this in itself gives
American concerns no small advan-
Inge in our home market.
In view of these facts is it not
about time to stop the robbery of our
people to build colossal fortunes for
the steel kings? A corporation that
sells in the open markets of the
world at a price 25 to 40 per cent
less than it charges in its home sure-
ly needs no prote.ction. Steel Tails
at $21 to $23 dollars in South Africa
and the same rails at $30 to $33 in
Kentucky is a good argument for
protection—No.
Now is it not slightly absurd that
the greatest corporation—the most
gigantic business—in the world needs
to be coddled and fed from a bottle
any Intiger? Shall we go on giving
to those who have until they own
all that we have, all that we are and
possess a witartgage, on our whole
s future)
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PAYS ANNUAL RENTAL OF
ONE ROSE FOR CHURCH
Congregation Meets Condition of
Will of Man Who Donated
• Vrialaaray-
Lancatter.iPa.,;nne to—The semi-
'feudal ceremony famous in Pennsyl-
orania as the "feast of roses," was
celebrated today at Mairheim, held in
'the memory of the town's founder.
'Baron Henry William Steigel. a Ger-
'man emigrant. It vras held in Zion's
Lutheran church, the site of which
be donated on condition that an-
nnally in June, on demand, one red
rose he paid as rental. Twice he de-
manded payment, /when the custom
lapsed until iftiar. "%ellen it was revived
-as a pretty annual ceremony. Ever
'since the annual ceremony an heir
" for the surviving heirs has appeared
•to receive payment. It was tendered
-Odin, by Sumner V. Hosterman, of
-the Lancaster bar, and received by
Professor Q. E. Ege, of Mechanics-
'Ilium Pa.
Hughes is •fast developing
residential size.
A. H. RTCHTER OF CINCINNATI
BOUGHT WANNNER STOCK
FOR bran.
Amanda Cowell Sued Armstead
Cowell for a Divorce—Judge Had
Gateway Statres Painted.
The remarks of Judge Walter E-
an made Saturday at Louisville m
lovorruling th ecity's demurreti to
the injunction suit the Ea\t Tennes-
see Telephone company got out
against the, municiptallty indicates
that dismissal of the demurrer is not
such a victory for the telephone peo-
ple, as in passing on the question
the judge did not express himself as
believing that th etelephone people
were entitled to an injunction, but
stated that it would not hurt either
side for the temporary restraining
order to be continued in effect, the
city filed its answer and then let the
litigation come op for trial on its
merits at the fall term of the United
States court. His remarks indicated
a desire to hear the matter in detail
at trial so he could properly adjudi
cate it.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett and City S di-
citor James Campbell, Jr., returned
Sunday from Louisville where they
represented the municipality in the
case, and although they destrea see-
ing their demurrer sustained, still to
a measure it is satisfactory to them
for the litigation to go over until the
Jail term to be heard in detail, as
they believe they will have no
trouble in showing that the telephone
company it not entitled to an injunc-
tian.
Jewelry Stock Sold.
Trustee Cecil Reed of the John
L. Wanner bankrupt case, yesterday
morning sold the jewelry stock of
the bankrupt, it being bought in by
A. H. Richter of Cincinnati, wha
gave $1,225 for it. The purchaser is
of a' Queen City firm holding a large
account against Jeweler Wanner.
Wants Divorce.
Amanda Cawell tiled a petition for
divorce against her husband, Arm-
stead Cowell, in the circuit court yes-
terday, her ground for action being
the charge that her husband has be-
come a habitual drunkard and wastes
his estate. Besides the divorce she
asks for possession of their children.
Arthur, aged to years; Warvin, aged
17 years; William, aged 15 years;
Weille, aged 13 years., and Edward,
aged years.
County Clerk's Office.
Property in O'Bryan's addition has
been sold by W. C. O'Bryan to J. B.
Dycus for $75 and the deed filed
yesterday with the -county clerk for
record.
J. E. Palmer arid Blanche Kelly of
Frankfort, secured a marriage license
and were united by Judge Lightfoot
at the courth'ouse. A license was al-
so issued to Frank Andres and Belle
Taril. --
Jessie Frazier qualified as guardian
for Elsie Lee and Katie Batcliffe.
Detective Wm. Baker yesterday
began serving notice on every delin-
quent who has not paid their state
and. county license, that it must be
done right away, else they will be
warranted. This resulted in ' quite
a rush during yesterdy at the coun-
ty clerk's office, where a large num-
ber went and paid the sum due from
them.
Painted the Statues.
Judge Lightfoot has had painted
the statues of little boys that stand
on top of the stone posts on each
side of the Sixth stree, and Seventh
street, entrances to the courthouse
yard. One figure has been painted
blue, and th cother grey, indicative
of the civil war uniforms.
CHICAGO STARTS CRUSADE
,TO UPLIFT WORRZNG GIRLS
C'hicag'o, June to.—A gigantic
movement to uplift the working girls
will begin July 14 with mass meet-
ings in Chicago. New York and Flos-
ton, Mrs. Raymond 'Robins, presi-
dent of the International Woman's
Trade Union League, gave out the in-
formation -yesterday at Hull House.
She said, that the time had come for
the working girl to exertiherself and
fight for a minimum.*ege scale of ;ea
a week.
"You know that no girl can work
for the wages she receives now and
fulfill al) her duties to society. We
intend, throtsgh the International
Woman's Trade Union League, to in-
crease the minimuns wage paid and
uplift the girls who are in need of
more money and better condition
Orchard ie. showing to the
thit the day of the Bravo isinto thy of the past.
world
not a
COMMITTEE HAS CONTRACTED FOR STEAMER DICk% FOW-
LER TO MAKE FOUR ROUN D TRIPS THAT DAY TO
OWEN'S CAVE—LARGE MEETING OF KNIGHTS OF CO-
LUMBUS AT CAIRO SUN DAY—THAT ORDER ADMITS
LARGE CLASS HERE NEXT SABBATH—GTHER SECRET
ORDERS.
Arrrangements for the Knights of
Pythias celebration Fourth t . of July
at Owen's Cave are progressing
nicely, the committee in charge hav-
ing engaged the handsome steamer
Dick Fowler to carry the crowds up
to the grounds that day. The craft
will make four round trips, two in
the morning and two in the after-
non, thuslamaking it convenient for
anyone tat 'leave and return just
wheneverathe.. desire.
There *rill be a tine band on the
boat constantly and another on the
cave grounds, where games and di-
versions of a varied natuee will pre-
vail for the amusement of the pleas-
ure-seekers. The Pythians have al-
so arranged for the floating palace
to show at the landing that day, and
this will be another excellent feature
r.dded to the list of nice attractions.
A number of speeches will be
made during the day by prominent
men, while th esheriff of Livingston
county and his deputies will be on
hand to preserve the best of order,
thereby makng it perfectly safe for
the ladies and children to go alone,
if they care to.
e Knights of Columbus.
Yesterday morning at one o'clock
the so Knights of Columbus of this
city returned from Cairo Where jhey
attended the big meeting Sunday, at .
which time fifty candidates were in- '
itiated nto the Cairo council. Alto-
gether 3oo vsiting brethren were
there from St. Louis, Paducah,
Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans
and other cities. At to o'clock in
th emorning th eknights and ladies
marched from the Alrmory to St.
Patrick's church where high mass
was celebrated and preaching con-
ducted by Rev. Wm. J. Healy, state
chaplain of the order. In the af-
ternoon the candidates were initi-
ated at the K. M. K. C. hall, the first
degree being conferred by the Cairo
team, the A Peaocah and
the third by East St. Lou's visitors.
This occupied their time until 8
o'clock in the • evening, when the
swell banquet 'wasebegun and enjoy-
ed onti !midnight. Many toasts were
offered, Colonel John T. Donovan,
the noted after-dinner talker of this
city, responding to "Our Sister
Councils."
Next Sunday fifty candidates will
be in/Mated into the Paducah coun-
cil at the Red Men's hall on North
Fourth. At 9 o'clock the brethren
assemble there ,and at to:3O o'clock
go in a body to worship at St. Fran-
ces de Sales. In the afternoon the
dgrees will be conferred at the
North Fourth hall, Cairo council
conferring the first degree, Morgan-
field the second, and St. Louis the
third degree. The banquet Occurs
that, night at the Palmer.
Odd Fellows.
The Broadway Methodist church
wits filled with several hundred peo-
ple Sunday afternoon, attending the
memorial ceremonies conddcted by
the Odd Fellows in honor of the
dead brothers. The exercises were
veery pretty and impressive, be-
tokening the warm remembrance
the living bear for the dead of this
honored order.
LET SUPERINTENDENT SEVERE
HIS ACTIVE CONNECTION
AFTER PROFESSOR LIEB WIN DS UP THIS SESSION'S BUSI-
NESS HE WILL BE GIVEN A LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR
THE REMAINDER OF HIS TERM OF3 EMPLOYMENT —
COLORED TEACHERS ELECTED LAST NIGHT AND MANY
CHANGES MADE.
In order to let Superintendent
I.ieb sever his active connection,
with the public schuois•as soon as
possible and thee-shy avoid any more
conflicts between himself and board
of education, the trustees last even-
ing during their session voted to let
the superintendent finish his annual
report, wind up all other business he
has with the schools, turn over the
effects of his office to the president
of the chool board, and then do as
he pleases thereafter. The contract
for his services reads that he is em-
ployed until the lrst of next Septem-
ber, but while the matter was being
spoken of last night during speeches
on the proposition, Member Bechen-
bach stated that &tr. Lieb was of no
further benefit to the schools, and
the schools of no further service to
him, therefore when he wound up all
h4 bueiness with the .,edecational
system that he be given -a leave of
absence until September 1 when his -
contract expires. He i411 get his
salary until September 1, but the
board will not call on him for any
services, and he can Seave the city or
go wherever he pleases-, as that is
the will of the board. When he first
came here he was employed from
August 1, but th erecords %hog that
he was employed the last time from
September I. 1906. to September 1,
1907, therefore dur.ing August: isioe,
he had no contract with the hoard,
but acknowledged on the floor last
evening that he was paid salary. for
that month. In order, though, to let
everything be taken from his hands
after he winds op this year's busi-
NM% da Wier of the • board ens
made last evening relieving him of
any further duties fiellowIng com-
pletion of his reports.
Morris. Metcalf and Maxwell were
absent at last night's called session,
the other nine being present.
The trustees decided that hereaf-
ter colored teachers who had been in
the service for two years or more
shall get $po per month salary, while
those under two years receive $35
monthly. In the past all have been
getting only $35 monthly.
A petition was read, signed by too
negroes of the city, asking that un-
married women be given preference
in electing the colored teachers.
This document was tiled away. Pro-
fessors Hibbs and jacks-on, the col-
ored principals, did not -refuse .to
recommend any of the old teachers
for re-election, but the committee on
examination and !course of study
recommended that the folloeing be
elected, and this was done:
Laura Hibbs, Rosena Maple, Geor-
gia Jones, George Burk, Rena
Matchen, Manic Anderson, Gantt
Emery, Zeke Krundy, Isaac Nucitles,
Sallie Cartlelirs, Nettie McClain,
Maggie Pea Lucy Geger, Addle
Howell. The substitute was 'Lula-
Davie. The new ones elected were
?Ac S71!!ie
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!RACKET STORE:,„. ti t3
RACKET STORE
THERE ARE TWO.WAYS OF SAVING MONEY IN BUYING
GOODS.
ONE WAY IS TO BUY THE SAME ARTICLE AT LESS PRICE.
THE OTHER IS TO GET BETER GOODS WHEN THE SA*
PRICE IS PAID.
WE THINK WE DO THESE TWO THINGS IN ALMOST ALL
CASES, THERE ARE SCORES OF PEOPLEIIN PADUCAH WHO
KNOW THAT WE DO. IF YOU ARE NOT ONE OF THAT NUM-
BER, WON'T YOU INVESTIGATE?.
Flosery, Underwear
COMPLETE LINES OF HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR
BOUGHT IN LARGE QUANTITIES THROUGH ONE OF Tim
BIGGEST BUYING ORGANIZATIONS IN THE COUNTRY, ARE
HERE.
WE WANT YOU TO SEE THE GOODS AND COMPARE THE -
PRICES.
LADIES SWISS RIBBED VESTS AT B 1-3c, tot and 12 1-2C.
LADIES EXTRA SIZE VESTS AT toe.
MEN'S BALBRIGGAN SHIRTS AND DRAWERS (Drawers lakb
Double Seat), a5c EACH.
MEN'S ELASTIC SEAM DRAINERS 3gc PAIR.
CHILDREN'S GAUZE VESTSAND PANTS FROM toe TO 33
EACH SIZE A DIFFERENT PRICE.
CHILDREN'S KNIT UNDERWAISTS zoc.
CHILDREN'S FINE HOSIERY AT z5c and 25c—ALL COLORS.
LADIES FINE LISLE AND LACE HOSE 25c, 35c, 39c and efIc.
WE WANT YOU TO SEE THESE GOODS. THE VALUES AXE-
GREAT.
NEW LINE LADIES WHITE PARASOLS 75c, glk and $I.So•
CHILDREN'S PARASOLS 25c, 35c, so-., 75t, 98c and 8145-
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„TRULL & THOMPSONI
‘,
407 BROADWAY
83
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Painless Dentistry
HIRE TO STAY LONGIESTABLAIRS
We employ graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment. perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the ;,erforrneace of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Plates 
Gold Crowns 
Bridge Work 
f.'sold Filings
Platinum 
Silver 
$5 rw3,
10
400
1.00
..S
.73
lre Hill Dental Co.
OF PICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 8 p. m Sunday's e.. m. to 4 p. m.
and and Broadway Phone 330
4111 man, was elected to fill the seat
!Tiede vacant by Dr. List's resigna-
tion. Mr. Boone was a candidate for
the nomination in the Democratic
primary last month, buf wa defeat-
ed.
4
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A committee of three was named 1423—Eng1ish defeated French and
to go over the charter •governing
schools in second class cities and
select changes they thnik will be
beneficial to the educational institu-
tions. This committee will then noti-
fy the general cotincil committee
that selected changes desired for the
entire municipal government, SO as
to let the councilrnanic body present
to the state legislature , along • with
other amendreents those desired by
the school board. One change want-
ed is to let so cents on the ;too be
the maximum taxation on property
for school purposes, instead of 35
cents on the $too as at present. An-
other suggested is to let trustees be
paid so- much fot attewding 'meet-
ings, as the council and aldermen. It
is believed a small remuneration for
their trouble will prevent RO many
trustees resigning their yneitione.
They get nothing now. This com-
mittee bn charter changes is Potter,
flechenbach and Byrd.
The board last night decided not
to have the teachers undergo the ex-
amination scheduled for next week,
i bet put off until next 'August titexamination of all teachers.
Uncle Sam must Fat humble pie
and pay for th eplis destsoyed in
the Frisco restaurant 11 or Kuroki
and other Japanese her e will pay, _--
a visitb 
- 
Summer heir any.
Scots tit Crevant.
'1496—Columbus returned to Spain to.
net the charges of his ene-
inier..
1774—Ben 
Died 
637Jonison1,E.nglish . poets
born. 
1672—Peter the Great of Russia born.
Died Feb. 8,1725. •
f696—James Kieth., field marshal of
Frederick, the Great, born in
Scotland. fijiled at liochkirk,
Oct. 14, 1758
L727—George L of England died an
George If. ascended the throne,
tflet—Mes Humphrey Ward,, novel-
ist, born.
1894—Great London cab strike setels
tied. ,
11495—Britisii Bechuanaland annexect
to Cape Colony.
ilio7—President McKinley visited the
Nashville Centennial exposi-
tion.
na cellor of the Japanese le-
' lotion assassinated in Pekin.
tom—William D. Jelkks became gov-
ernor of Alabama on death of
Govereor Samford.
19cife--PublieNchools, with half a m
lion pupils, were opened in t
Philippines.
Kentucky's aseasins at least Wel s
come real or feigned grievance
against those whom they slay.
 voss-'"
Caruthers, Nettie McClain. and
Lucy Geger. Those not re-elected
were Lizzie Hawkins, Minnie Hall
Mary Merchant„. Ida Baker, while
Ulyssus Kivel withdrew his applica-
tion. 
‘
There was then read the contracts
drawn up between ,the board and
Contractors Weikel. Lockwood and
Brame, that of Weikel being for
construction of the new building on
North Twelfth. that 4,f Lockwood's
being for the Twelfth and Jackson
streets huilding, and that one of
Brame being for cOmpletion of the
remaining three rooms at the Mc'
inky building. 'The Lentracts were
ratified and signed.
Capt. /toyer, superintendent of
buildings, was directed to turn over
to Louis Fetter the bell the iatter
loaned the schools for use at the
McKinley building. The trustees
have now purchased a bell, and hav-
ing no further need for that, of Mr.
Petter's, return it to him with
thanks for the use of it.
Captain Hoyer was directed to
have a pipe run from the water corn-
patty's man on North Twelfth, up
into the ground whereon the new
building is to be constrtucted by /
Mr. Weacel.
The building committee was em-
powered to confer with the Odd Fel-
lows and see for what the latter will
sell the plumbing and heating ap-
paratus in the Fifth and Kentucky
avenue building the schools sold to
the lodges, which have no need lot
the plumbing and heating plant, it
not being of the nature they desire.
The trustees want the plants for the
new buildings going up.
At this. juncture President List
handed '11 to the board his resigna-
tion. Which was reluctantly Accepted,
it being as follows:
To The Honorable Members of the
Board of Education:
Gentlemen: I beg you to accept my
resignation as member of the board
tonight. I am s'neere when I tell
you I am sorry to leave you. In jus-
tice to my companions and. myself
I hereby state that only business af-
fairs* prompted me to leave my post.
I have shared praise and criticism
with you, and you have honored me
to an extent which I will always re-
member gratefully. I take this taken
of confidence with me and assure you
of my best wishes, that your sense
of duty and siliind kudgment may
help you to continue the good work
in the interest of the schools, chil-
dren and teachers, to your credit.'
Yours respectfully,
ANTHONY LIST.
Colonel Joseph Potter, the vice
president, then took the chair and
preeided over the remainder of the
session, the ,matter of electing the
new president going over until the
July gathering.
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. HARAHAN IS WORLD'S
GREATEST GLOBE-TROTTER
•
4
1
•
•
'PRESIDENT HARAHAN HAS COVERED MORE MILES OF TER-
RITORY THAN ANY OTHER HUMAN BEING LIVING—HOS-
PITAL DIACTORS ORDERED MANY IMPROVEMENTS AT
INSTITUTION—TRESTLE ALONG RIVER FRONT CAUGHT
FIRE YESTERDAY AFTER-NOON—OTHER RAILROAD
NEWS. ,
Not many Paducah people while
conversing with President J. T. Har-
ahan of the Illinois Central railroad
during his frequent visits here know
*hat they have the honar of associ-
ating with the individual who is rec-
ogniied as th egreatest traveler in
the world, he having covered more
miles than any other living being. He
often comes ta Paducah andl cir-
culates among the business men and
officials.
Averaging 150 miles a day for
fifteen years, a total of 821,25o
miles, and an average of 20o miles a
day for twenty years, the grand total
for thirty-five years reaching the co-
lossal figure of 2.281,250 miles. Pres-
ident Harahan enjoys the distinction
of having tiliveled over more miles
of territory than any other man in
the United States , if not in the
world.
Had Mr. Harahan kept traveling in
a straight line around the world in
the past forty years he would have
circuited the globe ninety-one times
and have covered 4,000 miles on hit
ninety-second Aft It is a remarkable
circumstance the; in all his travels
by rail over this country he has'been
in only one accident and that was an
insignificat affair.
President liarahin is known to rail-
road men all over the country is be-
ing "extremely close to the rails,"
more so perhaps, than any ather rail-
road official. That is to say. he is an
inveterate inspector of the tracks of
the big system of which lie is the
head.
It is current gossip amolig railraad
men that President laaraban is prob-
ably the leading inspector of the
country It was thought that when
he became president of the Illinois
Central he would take things easier
and devote less time to -beating the
ties." But on the cdtitrary, Mr.
Harahan has become a more invet-
erate Inspector than ever. On many
of his trips he is accompanied by
Mrs. Harahan. who herself has prob-
ably covered nrare miles of railroads
than any woman in the country.
During the months ,pf November,
December and Yattiiiiiy /ast Presi-
dent Harahan traveled more than
25.000. He found time to visit his
office in Chicago ..mee or twice in.
thae time, rernaining only a fp w
hours each time No one part of the
•ystem covered by him is his favor-
ite, for he inspects branch lines, side-
tracks and every angle of the road
with, a vigilant eye.
President Harahan is one of the
nattiest railroad offic'als in the coun-
try, lie never carries a barber with
him, for he shaves himself when his
train is rounding curves at a sixty
miles al hour clip. His valet atteqds
to the wardrobe and finds enough to
do-
Preseident Harahan uscs the tele-
graph wires freely and there are few
railway officials who do so much bus-
iness ov-r tv wires as he. Important
matters are 'transmitted to hint in
cipher and his subordinates in Chi-
cage are in touch with him hourly
so matter where he may be. His
private mail is sent to him along the
raute by express; and at every prin.
cipra stopping point a bag of mail
matter awaits his coming.
The railroad president reached
Chicago 'Saturday after a prolon&ed
trip in the South and will leave for
the east today or tomorrow. He is
accustomed to quick jumps. A few
week ago he arrived at his Chicago
office in the Park Row station after
an absence of several weeks, went
over his mail, dictated a few letters
and departed the sante everting for
a hang tom- over another part of the
s V74 rm. •
Hospital Improvements.
- A 'number of beautiful improve-
ments were ordered made yesterday
for the Illinois Central railroad 'hos-
pital h th edirectors ,one of the
ideas being for erection of hand,
some stone columns on each ssitie of
the Broadway entrane,e to the
grounds, while a • handsome stone
curb will be laid at edge 4 the yard
upon the Broadway side and also
Jefferson *tree side. Aaother thing
.ordered was purchase Of an op-te-
edate ansbelroe.
The directors attending the meet-
aria were Dv. P. G. MurreL the chief '
sturgeon. Superintendent Egan,
ainma ster McCelia - R aadma stet
litts3s, Superintendent Gavin of the
'Memphis division Roadmaster Hub-
bard of that division and Master Me-
chaff*. R. E. Fulmer.
The board has selected Engineer
Cofer of the Louisville division as
the mienessor to the late John Mc-
Guire, who was the director for so
many years. and was the oldest en-
gineer in The - service.
Trestle Afire.
Yesterday afternoon about a o'clock
the river front trestle caught fire at
the foot of Clak street and was
burning briskly *hen lr, George
Robertson, Jr., the ice dealer, noticed
th blaze and starteA a crowd of his
wOttinen troni at
Third and Harrison is.reets over to
\\Oat. tre_stle, ash/ :Rau COrrying a
large -bucket of water. By hard
work they had the blaze out in a few
moments, and not much af a loss was
occasione'd. The fire is thought to
have started front live coalr falling
;rout the s,-itch engine.
Wreck Near Marion,
At 3 o'clack yesterday morning
freight train No. 3ee in charge of
Engineer Powers and' Conductor
Hughes collided with train No. 274
in charge of Engineer Glenn and
Conductor Lang near Repton, a
short distance from Marion, and a
number of freight cars wrecked,
while th etrack was torn up for a
considerable distance, It took sever-
al hattrs for the wreckage to be clear-
ed up by the wrecking crew that
went out from here. Brakeman
Henry Blankey, colored, -had both
arms broken, but the balance of the
crews escaped injury. •
Ramble of Rails.
The annual excursion into this
city from St. Louis was here Sunday,
the Sportsmen's league bringing
over 36c, visitors by wee of Brook-
port. The excursion left that after-
noon at ens o'clock on its return,
and about too of the v'sitors got left,
having to take the 6:15 o'clock train
and ga back by way of Cairo.
Jim Scott, coloreds was brought
here yesterday from Princeton and
his hand amputated et the hospital,
it being injured badly by getting
caught between cars whilehe ' was
making a coupling .
MPS CONSPIRE
TO BRING WAR
(Continued from Page 1.)
Ambassador !sok) with treachery to
the Japanese on the Pacific coasts
and with misrepresenting conditions
to his home government, they cabled
to Ototaka Yamaoka, the personal
representative of Count Okuma, who
was awaiting their report in Seattle,
with the request that he commuasicate
with the anti-administration leaders
in Tokio.
Messrs. Takahashi, Noda and Kak-
altami had an interview with Assist-
ant Secretary of State Bacon May 6.
They they telegraphed Yamaoka that
they were dissatisfied with the atti-
tude of the state department and the
Japanese embassy, and urged the ne-
cestrity of carrying the tight to Japan
Acting upon this suggestion, Yam-
aoka sailed for Japan on May 14, on
the steamer Aki, pnd it was pointed
out today, the renewal of the anti-
American agitation in the Japanese
press has begun since his arrival nit
Tokio on May It is also hence-
ell here that he prompted the depu-
tation of progressives to call on For-
eign Minister Hayashi for an eplana-
tion of the government's apparent
inaction and want of efficiency in. the
presence of the grave diplomatic
nuestione with the United States."
Shrewd Politicians.
The reports which Yamaoka car-
ried to the elder statesmen, it is fur-
ther believed here, is responsible for
the attitude of the opposition news:
papers in urging cunclnsion of the
Japanese efforts toward a settlement
of the San Francisco question by
forcing an apology from this govern-
ment for the alleged insults growing
out of the social question and the re-
cent attack on the Japanese restau-
rants
Yarnaoka, who brought' about the
alliance with the Japanese of the Pa-
cific coast, is now one of the recog-
nized leaders of the progressive fac-
tion eatith was led by Tork'Mothiv.
formally Minister to the' tante('
States, Who was ass:tea-Mated after tie
returned to Tokio in 1897 and ac-
ctpted a place in the cabinet. Yam-
aoka k described as one of the
shrewdest politicians in the empire
and iniis said that by means of public
meetings, and otherwise he will, r at;
leader of the anti-administratioa
forces, continue'his fight against the
Saionji ministry, with the view of
the charge that Foreign 'Minister
Hayashi has allowed Andiaesador
Aelki to pursue a ton conciliatory
emerge, and to make too many con-
ceseions In dealing with the American
government regarding the San 'Fran-
cisco questions.
While in Washington Messrs. Tak-
ahaehi, lisfiada and Kawkami were in
frequent conference with Ambassa-
dor Aoki ;until finally there was ate
open rupture which caused the dele-
gation to make the threat' to the am-
bassador that they wbuld report his
"treachery" to the home government
and demand his recall. While no in Western Unica, Operators To Sub-
timatitan_has _come from Toklo...thatI mit Schedule na-Compatty Turgidity.
Yadtgolca has reqdired the attbstst-
does rent ival from office the news New York May to.—Wesley lens-
of such a ismand will not come as sell, the General Secretary of the
a surprise to Viscount Aoki.
The w.
Dr. eallastrAntfrictsa3Itte Japan-
ese' lawyer, who filed the injunction
suit against the San Francisco school
board in the school case, was con-
sulted by the Pacific coast delega-
tion during their stay in this city as
to the method of procedure, if any,
to bring about an annulment of the .
objectionable. clause in the itnntigra- "
tion bill. Dtr:1 pliyalvwa, who hasbeen here for evera weeks on pro-
fessional business, today admitted
that he was in conference with
Messrs. Takahashi, Noda and Kawk-
ami almost daily during their stay
in Wlashington, but he deciined to
discuss the nature of these confer- "
,22
ences.
Further than to admit that Messrs.
Takahashi, Node and Kawkarisi were
here to discuss the immigration law n
with the ambassador the secretary of n
the embassy refused to answer ques-
tionsregarding their visit.
U
1:
lap Press Excited.
Tokio, June to.—In regard to the
recent attack on- a Japanese bath
house and restaurant in San Fran-
cisco, the Jiji today advises its read-
ers not to believe that the unfriend-
ly sentiments of San Francisco are
shared by the whole American na-
tion. The paper points out the dan-
ger to friendly relations between Ja-
pan and the United States which
might result from such miapprehen-
i sion. It also expressed full confi-
1
 ' dence that the Wlashington govern-
ment was able to settle the matter
satisfactorily.
The Sochi suggests that the tra-
ditional friendship and the outrages
suffered by Japanese in America are
two things that must be kept dis-
tinctly separate in solving the ques-
tion of assault on Japanese in San
Francisco. which is now at issue.
The Hoehi says the outrage should
be considered regardless of the lo-
cality of the occurrence. Continu-
ing it says:
"Shoul4 similar discrimination and
persecution be practiced against the
citizens of a European power there
would certainly have been the stroug-
est outburst of indignation."
.. Taint So, Says Takahashi.
Seattle, Wash., June to.—Charles
Takahashi. vice-president of the Ori-
ental Trading company, of this city'',
who went to Washington as the rep-
Tesentative of the Japanese on the
Pacific coast to confer with Ambassa-
dor Aoki. on the proposed mutual
ecInsion treaty yesterday, said re-
garding the dispatch fro mWas.hing-
ton reporting the alleged conspiracy
to overthrow the -present administra-
tion at Japan:
"The writer of the Washington
dispatch begins with an amusing po-
litical blunder and ends with a false-
hood. He seems to have interpreted
a suggestion as a complaint. The
progressives in Japan and the Japa-
nese of the Pacific northwest have
nothing in common The- 'enlistees-
sive party is badly demdralized. Its
leader. Count Oleuma, recently re-
signed the leadership. The party is
practically without a leader.
"It i's untrue that Yamaoka went to
Japan to confer with the anti-admin-
istration leaders, nor is he the per-
sonal representative of Okunaa on
this coast. He has always fought
Okuma's party and supported Premier
Saionji. Ile was the editor of Saion-
jes personal organ.
"An alliance between the pro-
gressive* and the Japanese of the Pa-
cific northwest is impossible. The
latter are in sympathy with the pets-
ent administration in Japan and with
Viscount Aoki continued as ambassa-
dor to the United States. We feel
that he is the best informed man on
the Japanese question in the United
States who is now in the service of
our government Personally I feel
that it would be a severe blow to
have Viscount Aoki recalled.
'Tn conclusion. I want to make
clear the following facts in refutation
of the story of conspiracy contained
in fha Washington dispatch:
"First. there is no conspiracy; sec-
ond, there cannot possibly be an al-
liance between the Japanese oe the
Pacific Northwest and the progressive
party in Japan for the reason that our
sympathies and support in the west
have almost always been with the
present liberal party, which is com-
posed of the old concstitoitunalshrldu
posed of the old constittitional and
government partiepf, iand which has
the followlng of Saionji. Katsina. for-
mer premier, the man who carried the
country safely through the war with
Russia. and Marquis Ito; third. Mr.
Yamaoka does not represent the
Count Olcsima end never had any
affiliation with his party; fourth, the
Japanese of the Pacific Northwest
ace not opposed to Ambassador Aoki,
nor have they accused him of treach
getting control of the reins of goy- cry to Japanese interests. They be
ernment for the progressives. lieve him to be the man best equipped
It in etsteel here that he will make -to handle the situation. Fifth, there
is no disposition on our part to de.
mansi either apology or indemnity
fen whatever happened to our people
in San Francisco. sixth, we will con-
to encourage trade relations
between the two conntries, believing
that the beet interests of both de-
mand a continuance of such relations
Seventh, we have not at any time ex-
pressed ourselves as rissatisfied with
the attitude of the state department
in this matter."
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Union Men Inpaducah and their
friends,
Should stand together for the common good. This should especially apply
in the crisis now confronting organized labor in this city, arid we desire
. to call your attention again to the fact
IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH.
You Know wtfo are fair and who are unfair, Do not patronize those who
are unfriendly to you.
PADUC41 TYPOGROHIcAL 134 AND ALL ORGANIZED LABOR.
Si SS 4. U it ti :2 it ii SS U iS
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Cneumercial Telegraphers' Union of
Aeierica, is in th ecity from Chicago,
.:ed will go over the situation with
the Western Uniin company before
Lee rest of the executive committee
arrives here today. The various mem-
Lers of the executive committee have
been investigating the conditions tt
their respective distrticts, and will
compare the wages pad with a view
to preparing a uniform scale to be
submitted to the company.
No official acknowledgetnent of
the receipt of the memorial if grieTs-
Wes sent to the directors has been
received by President Small, of the-
union, but it was learned unofficially
by him that the directors, who will
hold their meeting on June 12, have
received the memorial.
The executive, committee of the
union will meet today and prepare a
full list of the demands to be sub-
mitted to the board of directors, be-
fore they meet. A reasonable time
will be given to the directors to re-
ply before the executive comtnittee
of the union takes any further action,
and the action to be taken will de-
pend on the reply.
SAY INDIANS KNOW
OF HIDDEN WEALTH.
Andhropollodits Aktetripded to Lo-
cate Gold Deposits by Associa-
tion With Nez Perces.
Roston. June io—Herbert Joseph
Spinden, assistant professor in an-
thropology in Harvard University, in
company with R R. Hellman, a stu-
dent of Harvard Medical School, will
leave Boston the middle of this week
for Idaho wheie for the next two
months they will study the langauge
and customs of the Nez Perces In-
dians among the members of that
t ribe
The ultimate destination of the
two students is the Lapwai Reserva-
tion in Idaho. In company with Dr.
Dixon of Harvard. Mr. Spirden a few
years ago made a trtip to the cliff
dwellers and the other Indians on
the Pacific coast, -remaining with
them for many months.
During the sojourn among the
tribes of the -Nee Perces the two ex-
plorers will a part of the time dress
in the costume of this once savage
roamers of the prairies and they
'will live as nearly as possible to the
customs of the natives.
The Nez Peerces have been the
most difficult tribe for thc anthro-
pologists to study on account of their
shy manner and custom af reserve
and many traditions which have been
handed enwn 'from time almost im-
memorial are carefully cherished by
the sayeg.. and no mortal man has
ever been able to wring from their
lips any information as to their early
life,
There are traditions that the
chiefs of the tribe are aware of the
location of imrnense,depogits of gold
in the estern country, more notably
among the alkali deserts of Colorado
and California, but the work of
years and the most subtle cajolery 31
man has been unable to wrest their
secret from them.
It is with the hopes of baing able
to get an inkling of the location of
these deposits that spurs the two
explorers to greater effort in their
researches, and if they are unsuc-
cessful in their endeavors this time
they will try the thing again another
season.
MISSOURI GIVES GRACE
- TO BIG LIFE COMPANIES.
Rafe From Salary Limit Law
Licenses Expire.
Until
Jefferson City, Mo., June to.—Un
der the resling of Attorney Genera
Hadley in regard to th enew law
which seeks to limit the salaries Of
officers of life imairance companies to
Seesaw a year, State Superintendent
of jnsurance Vandiver says h ewill
not attempt to enforce the law until
'next March, at which time the Ii
cences of all the companies will ex-
pire. My. Vandiver says that inly
three companies now doing business
in the state come under the ban.
They are the hbetrnpolitan, which
pays Pramident Hagerman $cio,000 a
year and Vice President Fish Pen
ono; the Equitable, which pays Pres-
ident Paul Morton $8oxioo, and the
Prudential, which pays President
Dryden $65,000 a year. '
!DVERTISR IN THE RIMISTER a wealthy English mining engineer•!eesHlt JI;'? ')UICX RFILT!...1"... and a relative .-.:
STORE CLOSED TODAY
Will open tomorrow morning, when
the sale of all sales will be in full
operation.
Exclusive 317
Ready • Broadway
To-Wear Paducah
WANTED---I5 EHPERIENCED SALESLADIES, AP-
PLY AT OUR STORE TODAY BETWEEN H AND 12
O'CLOCK,
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, PuTps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 413i-a NEW 1;3.
,••••
326-28 S. 3rd St
BANKER WIRES SON, THEN
KILLS SELF AND WIFE.
John Walker, Biloxi, Miss., Slays To
Avenge Breakfast QuarreL
Bilixi Miss, June to—After tele-
graphing his son to come and take
charge of the bodies Captain John
Walker, sixty-three years old, bank-
er, manufacturer and confederate
veteran, this afternoon shot and kill-
ed his wife and blew out' his brains.
A violent quarrel between the couple
occurred at the breakfast table today
and was renewed at luncheon. Two
hours later neighbors Infard a 'pistol
volley. Captain Walker fought under
Commander Perry and was also in
the confederate navy ing the civilti r
war. On April 17, i 
l 
, he took the
Russian bark Hervatska
Orleans to the sea, this
first loaded vessel to
through the jetties.
ftom New
being the
pass out
I DEAD, 7 DYING, 5
HURT I NAUTO CRASH
Machine Crashes Into Victoria Re-
turning From Coney Island;
Society Women Injured.
New York. June io.—Returning
forty miles an hour along a dark
stretch of the ocean parkway near
Coney Island ...Ea automobile struck
the back of themPictoria carrying two
men and two young women at 3
o'clock this morning, when all hands
were gaily returning to the city after
a merry night at the shore.
Under the motor car, which tinned
a complete somersault, one man was
crushed to death and another fatally
injured. The reaming five, tossed itt
all directions, • were maimed and cut.
Of the victiria party, whose wo-
men members' names were kept se-
cret after unusual efforts, every one
likewise was hurle4 into the road and
hurt. The women had to be carried
into a nearby house and worked over
for an hour before they manned.
They are said to be prominent PAO-
cially, one -being described .as.
fiacce,e of, Herbert Payne Drinkwatet idle. ,P emaian„ tit,: grocery
who engaged the victoria and who is drummer, left yesterday for a trip.
ntheough West Kentucky and 7.`
•CalCia.
Just
Opened...
We arc permanently opened for
business, presenting one of
The purest, newest, clean-
est and cheapest line of
Drugs, Sundries and No-
tions in the city.
Try our Eight Year-Old Bonded
Whitthey for medical use at $1 oo per
quart.
CRAM DRUG STORE
soli Broadway.
Both Phones nen
Er R. SOURIS
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair:
25 cent ,Per Jar
J. D. BACON
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson S t
•••••• ••••
I
•
•
•
•
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WOMEN'S
OYFORDS
Splendid opportun
ity for all who
come here Por Ox-
fords.
Harbour's June Arguments and Merchandise Inducements
WE RUN THE STORE THAT'S AIMING HIGHER. BUILDING BETTER AND GROWING GREATER IN POSSIBILITIES. WE ARE
ALL THE TIME WATCHING-EVER WATCHING-THAT THE GOOD OF TODAY MAY BE OURSTARTING POINT TOMORROW.
THE KEYNOTE OF THIS STORE-THE FOUNDATION PRINCIPLE-IS STRICTLY HONORABLE DEALING AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES. 'MERCHANDISE IS ADVANCING AND WILL COST YOU MORE IF YOU PUT OFF BUYING TO A LATER
DAY. EVERY MARK-UP IN THE MARKET MEANS SOMETHING AGAINST YOU. WE NOW OWN A MAMMOTH STOCK OF
MERCHANDISE, TO SELL AT AND NEAR OLD LOW PRICES. MANY PRICES, HOWEVER, ARE HIGHER THAN THEY WERE
A YEAR AGO, BUT NOT NEARLY SO HIGH AS THEY WILL BE. WHY NOT BUY NOW WHILE WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY?
UP WENT THE PRICE OF 0. N. T. THREAD TO 6c A SPOOL-6tc FOR A DOZEN SPOOLS IS THE VERY LOWEST PRICE THAT
WE ARE NOW ALLOWED TO SELL IT TO YOU. SPOOL THREAD IS HIGHER THAN IT HAS BEEN FOR TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS. THE ADVANCE ON THREAD MEANS THAT THE TRADE CONDITIONS ARE FORCING PRICES UP BY LEAPS AND
BOUNDS. UNDER SUCH CONTINGENCIES WON'T IT PAY YOU TO COME, ANTICIPATE YOUR WANTS AND BUY FREE-
LY WHILE WE HAVE A STOCK OF MERCHANDISE THAT WE ARE OFFERING AT AND SO NEARLY OLD LOW PRICES?
'
SPRING AND SUMMER
DRESS GOODS.
All remaining Spring and Summer
Dress Goods are now hurrying out
at reduced prices.
BLACK TAFFETA SILKS.
Why are we selling them so low?
'We foresaw the jump in prices. We
anticipated that you'd want them.
We bought ahead of time. That's
why we are now selling yard wide
black taffetas at 89c, 97c, $tt and
$1.15 that's worth up to $1.50.
LONG GLOVES.
Women's Lisle Gloves in long
lengths 'at 35c, foe and,75c. Brown
Silk Lisle Gloves $1 a pair. Long
Silk Gloves 75c, $1, $1.25, $15o and
$1.75.
Long Kid Gloves $1.59 worth up to
$2.50.
WOMEN'S GAUZE VESTS.
Onehundred dozen contracted for
last December have just arrived.
Bought today would be cheap at
12 I-2C. Take them for 9c.
UMBRELLAS.
Three hundred Umbrellas bomebt
ahead of the advance of March, have
been received for June selling. We
give or customers the benefit ai
this saving in the price, 5oe, 75c, $1
$x.to, $1.25, $1.50 $2 $3 and $3.50.
GIRDLE CORSETS.
A Great sale of Girdle Corsets at
25e a pair.
WONDERFUL JUNE BARGAINS.
In women's ready-ma It suits. The
Prices now are only about half of ,
the early season price $5 up to $18.
Said ear'y for double.
THE JUNE WAIST SHOW.
Great purchases of Shirstwaists
we made for June Selling. We an-
ticipated a jump in prices for waist
ntatekial and contracted for them
ahead of th ewearing time. The big
saving we made we now give to our
customers, that's why we are selling
handsome shirtwaists in the newest
styles so cheap. Bring us your
shirtwaist wants and save mbey.
THE JUNE SKIRT SALE.
Charming models in wash skirts,
also Panamas, Voiles, Cicillians, Silk
and Fancy Mixtures. A few dozen
new browns have just reached us for
T ; • eatest
Millinery
Bargains of the
Year
Now on Sale Here
this week's sale. All priced at
prices that make it very much to
your interest to buy here.
ANOTHER GREAT SALE
OF MEN'S SUITS.
More record-breaking prices. Nev-
er before have we offered men's suits
at such marvelous prices. Hundreds
of stylish suits at surprisingly low
price.s, $3.50, $5, $7.50, $8.50, $10
and $12-.5o,
YEN'S TROUSERS.
A big purchase of high-grade wor-
sted pants in summer weights has
just been received for June selling.
The materials ar ehigh grade, higher
than our prices indicate. This man-
ufacturer owned a lot of mill end
worsted lengths sufficient to make a
hundred or so men's trousers. We
bought at bargain. We sell a bar-
gain. Come $ta7k.e them at $3.5o aW
NEW MATTINGS CLOSE TO
ONE-THIRD UNDER VALUE.
12 1-2C, 15C, 17 1-2C, 19 1-2c and 24c
a yard that ought to bring 2 1-2c to
6c a yard more.
A JUNE SALE OF OXFORDS.
Far men, women and children. In
this sale there are every grade, style
and25.kind. 
'Women's front 75c a pair
$3-50.
Children's from Fic a pair up to
$
Misses from 75c a pair up to $1.50.
Men's from $1.50 a pair up to $4.
up to
Half Square From Broadway 1Harbour's - Department Store NORTH THIRD STREET
NEGRO BEGAN
THE TROUBLE
THAT CAUSED RACE CLASH
IS LATEST REPORT OF
THE AFFAIR
In Yazoo County, Miss., in Which
Three Negroes Were Killed
In Fight With Whites.
Yazoo City, Miss., June to.-Dep-
uty Sheriffs Lawson, Henley and
Whadley returned lpst night from
the scene of the difficulty Saturday
between the three Kirk brothers and
j. T. Cheatham, whites, and the four
Johnson brothers, negroes, the diffi-
culty being fifteen miles south of this
city and three miles cast of Anding,
on what is known as the Ben Sand-
idge place. Mr. Sandidge is the fath-
er-in-law of T. D. Kirk, one of the
principals in the trouble.
Deputy Lawson says that on arrtv-
ing at the scene of the trouble they
found Abram and Fannie Johnson.,
parents of the Johnson boys; that
Abram Johnson and others were car-
rying the bodies of the dead into the
house. The three killed were Alex.
Adam and George Johnson. Abram
Johnson says the trouble was started
by Alex Johnson early Saturday
morning in front of T. D. Kirk's
home, between Alex Johnson and Mr.
Kirk over the question of $3. Mrs.
Kirk came out of the blouse on the
glalery. when Johnson began to curse
her. A. D. Kirk went into the house
for his gun and his wife refused to
let him come out alone. A boy at
the house went for Kirk's brothers
and brother-in-law, Cheatham, who
,-orin arrived.
Alex Johnson fan from Kick's house
to his home, where his father and
four brothers were, one of the John-
son brothers going to Anding for
cartridges. Alex. Adam and George
Johnson got their guns and went to
Mr. KirU-s and opened fire on them
at a distince of about ninety yards,
min bird shot. The shot struck
Cheatham and the three Kirk broth-
ers, inflicting slight wounds. The
Kirks and neighbors returned the
fire. killing one of the negroes as
they broke to run. The other ne-
groes went into their house, where
they were soon surrounded by a
large crowd of whites. The Whites
tried to get the Johnson; to surren-
der. but after a long parley two of
them. George and Adam Johnson, ran
out of the house and were shot dow*
about 100 yards off. The other two
boys, Wiley and Robert Johnson sur-
rendered in the house with their fa-
ther, mother and sister, and they
• were not moleated, as neither of them
had participated in the trouble.
Adam Johnson, father of the boys,
places all the blame on his own chil-
dren, saying he tried to prevent his
sons from going out with their guns.
Deputy Lawson says there was no
riot or disturbance, as only those con-
nected with the trouble were molest-
ed. Everything is perfectly quiet in
the neighborhood. the Johnsons be-
ing buried today. The Kirk brothers
and Cheatham are dog well and will
soon be entirely well.
GEORGIA DAY AT
JAMESTOWN.
Norfolk, Va., June to-The cele
• bration of Georgia Day at the James-
*town exposition today attracted the
langeM- crowd-117st trax--varrett-thrn,irgh
the turnstiles since the opening Two
addresses by Pres:
magnificent nava 115f
if a mpton -Roads. ,presentatlos` of
ft silver pervice The hattleitli.;)
Georgia, a military escort for the
battleship Georgia, a military escort
for the president composed of Geor-
gia troops, Virginia cadets and West
Point and Annapolis cadets, and a re-
ception to the president by the Geor-
gia commission at "Bulloch Hall,"
the reproduction of the house at Ros-
well, Ga., in which President Roose-
velt's mother was born and married,
were the chief features of the pro-
gramme, and they combined to make
the, day one that will live in the his-
tory of the Jamestown exposition.
The state of Georgia had the cen-
ter of the stage from the opening to
the close of the day's exercises. The
presidential party were conveyed to
the exposition grounds aboard the
maginificeris battleship Georgia and
next to the President the most peons-
inent figure of the day was Governor
Terrell of the Empire state of the
south. Tile Georgia militia and ca-
dets shared honors equal in the mili-
tary pageant with the federal troops
and the well groomed cadets of the
United States military and naval
academies. The military parade, es-
corting the president from Discov-
ery Landing to the speakers' stand
on Lee parade, was the spectacular
feature of the day and both in the
Munber of men participating and in
the branches of the service repre-
sented the pageant for eclipsed that
of the opening day. The parade was
under the command of Gen. Fred D.
Grant.
The visitors began to arrive at the
exposition early. They came by
briat, by trolley and by steam cars,
while vehicles of all description were
pressed into service to accommodate
the residents of the vicinity. The
Georgians, wearing distinctive badges
were among the early arrivals. The
of the Tidewater section sent good-
sized delegations, while others came
on from Washington, Baltimort.,
Richmond and other cities. To these
were added several thousand mem-
bers of the National Editorial asso-
ciation. their wives and families, who
began their annual convention at the
exposition this morning. And to add
still more to the number of visitors
the Virginia Editorial Association
was on hand itrqull force.
The waiting thousands, who were
killing the early hours of the fore-
noon by taking in the sights of the
exposition and "doing" the Warpath,
were apprised of the approach of the
president and his party by the d;-stanti
booming of guns as the ship convey-
ing the president was saluted in pass-
ing Fortress Monroe and the lines of
foreign and American warships at
anchor in the Roads. It was shortly
before ti o'clock that the president
stepped ashore at Discovery landing
and was escorted to the scene of the
(lay's ceremonies. Accompanying
the chief executive was a distinguish-
ed party that included, besides the
representatives of the state of Geor-
gia several members of the president's
cabinet and a number of foreign dip-
lomats.
As many thousands as could crowd
themselves within seeing and hearing
distance of the dfttheG "sintockqjp
distance filled the parade ground
about the reviewing stand. The ap-
pearance of Governor Terrell and his
staff was the signal for as hearty an
ovation as that accorded to the pres-
ident himself. The ceremonies *ere
opened by President W. N. Mitchell,
of the Georgia commission, who in-
troduced President 'Roosevelt. The
president delivered one of his charac-
teristic speeches in which he paid a
glowing tribute to the state which
was the home of his mmernal ances-
tors. Following the president's ora-
tion he was escorted to the Georgia
building, where he was formally re-
ceived by Governor Terrell. A pub-
Ii r ceptiop by the two executives
was, then in Order, followed" by the
ersparrnies incident to the preeenta-
Ort.ef he •ilver service to the bat-
tleship. eicorgia.
The- s It'er servicc• was the object
- • • ---
 -
of much admiration, it being one of
the finest gifts of its kind ever pre-
sented to a vessel of the United
States navy. The set consists of five
pieces, fashioned of the purest silver
with a lining of gold. The punch
bowl was presented by the city of
Athens, the center piece by the city
of Columbus, two silver candlesticks
were given by Atlanta and Savannah,
and four silver comports. one each
from Brunswick, Athens and Albany
VETERAN OF THE DIAMOND
STILL A STAR PITCHER
Remarkable Career of the Ever-
Youthful "Cy" Young, Who
Has Seen Many Years'
Service.
"Cy" Young, the Boston American
league twirler, is a never-ending sub-
ject of praise. Now in his seven-
teenth year as a majos league pitch-
er, he if apparently as good as ever.
In his long experience "Cy" never
has had a percentage of victories
lower than .543. These were his fig-
ures in two+ In 1892 he had a per-
centage of .783, an dsincc then he has
three times been above .700, and.
three times above .600. Next oldest
in experience among American lea-
gue pitchers is Griffith, who started
in 18o4. As he pitched only two
games that season, however, Young
has really been in the harness four
years longer. tOrth and Donahue
started in 18125, and Powell. Tanne-
hill, Sudhoff and Callahan in 1897.
Five other American league pitchers
have been in major league service
consecutively 'since 4498, and two
since 1899, making 15 pitchers who
have served curves to big league bat-
ters far four or more years. "Rube"
Waddell broke into the big league
in 1897, but he has been out an4 in
twice since. Of the big 15, Jess Tan-
nehill, now with the New York
Americans, has the best perecentage
of victories, but he has not pitched
half as many games as has Young,'
who ranks second an the record,
with 350 victories and 182 defeats.
Chesbro, also with the New York
Americans, and a four-year man, is
third, while Griffith manager of the
New York Americans, is fourth.
Griffith's team, therefore, has three
of the four most successful pitchers
of recent years. Bernhard. of Cleve-
land, a four-year man, is fifth, he
being the only Napoleon among the
more experienced pitchers.
Fairs in Kentucky During
Crab Orchard, July 10-12.
Stanford, July 17-19.
Henderson, July 2-27.
Lancaster, July 24-26.
Madisonville, _July 30 August
Danville, July 31 August 2.
Cynthiana, July 31 August
Harrodsburg, August 6-9.
Georgetown, August 6-9.
Uniontown, August 6-9.
Lexington, August 12-17.
Burkersville, August 13-76.
Fern Creek, August 13-16.
Brodhead, August 14-16.
Vanceburg, August 14-17.
Pembroke, August 15-17.
Columbia, August 20-23.
Lawrenceburg, August 20 23.
Earhngton, August 21-24
Barbourville, August 21-23.
Ewing, August 22-24.
Elizabethtown, August 27-29.
Nicholasville, August 27-29.
London, August 27-30.
Shelbyville, August 27-30.
Florence, August 28-31.
Germantown, August 28-31.
Springfield, August 28-31.
Somerset, September 3-6.
Paris, September 3-7.
Hardinsbarg, September 3-5.
Alexandria, September 3-6.
Bardstown, September 4-7.
Hodgenville, September 10-12.
1
Monticello. September 70-13.
Glasgow, September 11- 4.
Hartford, September It-14.
Guthr.e, September 
2.1  
Kentucky State Fair Louisville,
1907.
3.
3.
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CRAP SHOOTERS
t HEAVILY FINED
JUDGE GAVE SOME PENALTY,
WHILE OTHERS WERE
ACQUITTED.
Cicero Anderson and Pals Given Con-
tinuance Over Until Next
Monday-Notes.
Luis Kaufman, Wm. McKinney,
Sam Gordon, Thurman Price, Attie
Lee and R. G. Sanderson were all ac-
quitted of the charge of shooting
craps on being arraigned before
Judge Gross in the police court yes-
terday morning. The court found
Bud Elrod. J. E. Johnson, Claude
Whitus, Milburn Price, Moore Tay-
bor, guilty and fined each of them
$20 and costs for shaking the bones
All were caught in the yard behind
John's saloon on South Second
street.
Charles Foser and Lloyd Lowe
were both fined $5o and costs on a
breach of the peace charge.
G. C. Gilbert was fined $40 and
sent to jail for twenty days for car-
rying concealed deadly weapons.
• Isaiah Taylor was given a contin-
uance until tomorrow of the case
charging him with grand larceny
Will Wilke,ton and Louis White
were fined $2o each for a breach of
the peace. Bill -Barrett given a con-
tinuance until today and Charles
Bates fined $to.
Until the 25th of this month was
continued the warrant charging It
Weil & Sons with permitting their
premises to remain in a filthy condi-
tion at the distillery in Mechanics-
burg
Cicero Anderson, Dock Eddings
and Ed Cox were given postpone-
ments until next Monday of the case
charging them with cutting John
Ayres. the farmer, during a fight on
Kentucky avenue, between First and
Second streets. Ayres cannot attend
court yet, his wounds not being heal-
s.' sufficiently for him to get out of
_ the ho-pital.
I
l'orn Smith was held to the grand
jury on the charge of housebreaking.
he being the young fellow caught in
Reynolds' grocery on West Tennes-
see street last Saturday night
Frank Hays was held to the grand
jury in $300 bond on the charge of
converting to his private use property
belonging to Mary Averitt, who has
been indicted and arrested several
times on the charge of running a dis-
orderly house
Will Flatt was given a continu-
ance until today of the warrant
charging him with breaking nit° the
house of Farmer Ross, in Duck's Nest
and stealing some corn.
Until Saturday was continued the
breach of ordinance charges against
Harry Anderson. .Ned Pullen and
Charles Evans. They are drivers of
cabs, who are charged with violating
the law prohibiting them from rush-
ing up to the platform of the union
depot soliciting passengers upon ar-
r'val of trains.
The court left open the warrants
charging Dr. Lillard Sanders with
filling his property in such a way as
to cause water to back up on an al-
ley adjoining.
Bob Wiley, Tom Clark, Tom Ross
andl liallie Parker were all fined $1
and. costs for he'ng drunk.
September r6-2t.
Sebree, September 48-31.
. Falmouth, September 25-28.
Mayfield, October 1-5.
Mt. Olivet. October 3-5.
Eardwell, October is-r6
Prieto 1
410 per Pair. w
0 infro08/#000
Vlo MD I.,, NAILS TACK
row a
it. OM II A
OR r
PaIP few
r (CASH WITH ORDER $4.11h) 00.- ,
NO NONE TROUBLE RIOS PUNCTURES.
soaking. No clangor from THORNS. CAC-
Result of RI years experience in tire'
Nowa Um Udell ihilhlkir•
TVS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
seandiprovene•D." alsorba eftmassing.
"A^ and petaotuiro frer "8
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanised like any other tire. saa•••ome...u,
T livairel Thum/ pairs we la Waal ow Over saY
Theassad pairs said Iasi W. 1"1" °1A1 11t ilDrrliii. IC
taro well watlaat
S blade la all shies. It is lively-and easy riding, very durable and Hued I
th • qes ty of nibber, which sever becomes perms and which closes up small punct
without allowing the air to 'seep,. We have hundreds of letters front satistiod customers stet
that their tires have only been pumped op once or twice in • whole seams They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resWinfaties being gives by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the treed. 'Mat "Ho 2ack"sesisaUen soaassonly felt when Mi.( on as .11u2
or soft roads is overstate by the patent " et Weave" tread which prevents all air from
squeezed out between the tire and the rood thus overcoming all section. The regular price of -tia ...
tires is Ill se per pair, but for advertiaing pummels we are making • gouda, factory price to the Map,
of only Mk per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is receive& we ship C.O.D. ou impesmA
Vim do not pay a cent untfl you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will siv • Midi diasount of s per cent (thereby making the price 114.1 per pair) if
WEILL CASH 011D1111 and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one Na
ptated brass pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers as full paid orders (these m
peaatute closers to be need in cam of fateutioul knife clamor heavy gashes). Tires to be
0111 expense if for any reason they are Sot satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
r
Sepreas or "relight Agent or the ;diem of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
tens, you will Ind that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and
than any tire you have ever raid or seen at any price. We know that you will be s• well
when you went • bierle you will give us your order. We want you to send oil a
at once, hence this renzarUble tire flier.
0.AingtraRAKES, rerthFits.14the milairerdalere so Pie andlhi ii.. _a .___ the _
prima cliarfiff 'Sy dealers suffrepair stem W id SUPg 
DO 
isekalgr gg
DO NOT WAIT bvy eobr4cle 0, a arAr of tires froyset anyone until you*" know°Irtlige sew
woaderful oilers we are flaking. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write le 140W.
MUI1 CYCLECOMPIIITip Dept. "J L" C I IC160: I
.9•111.0
1-3 THE POPULATION
of 6reater Paducah
Will reside between Broadway. Mayfield road, 19th street and
Wallace park. (39th st.)-the drift is riglit now in tkat direction
-sidewalks are ordered out Broadway to 1 5th - street railway
has been extended south on 19th street-sewerage No. 3 comes
up to Jackson and 25th street. The handsomest homes are n#w
building at 29th and Broadway. The next great thoroughfare
parallelling Broadway and splitting this section through the
center is Ohio street, as all the other parrallel streets are block-
ed off at zeth street by hilly ground. Ohio street runs through
from 19ih4 street to Wallace park (39th st.)-onit mile and a
half, on a smooth easy grade. Steps are now being taken to
make this one of the finest boulevards in the state of Kentucky
and the foundation has been laid by the purchase by one party
of all the property on both sides of Ohio street from 25th to 3oth
streets. Street widened to 6o f eet between the curbs-Broad-
way between the business houses across the sidewalks is only
66 feet. The sidewalks are 15 feet wide-lots front from so to
65 feet; alleys so feet. From 27th to 28th has been donated for
a public park-this has all been platted and recorded. To bring
about this great improvement for our future city it is now only
necessary for the owners of property on each end of this five
blocks to plat theirs to match, and the boulevard is done that will
last forever. If the owners on each end are so short sighted as
to make Ohio street the dimensions of an ordinary street then
this five blocks will be exclusive property and high priced be-
cause there is so little of it. If you own one of these lots and
Ohio street is made into a long boulevard-you make money-
if there is only 5 blocks of exclusive property, you makeemoney.
So an investment in a few of these lots is a winner either way
you take it-only ao lots will be sold during tyo7.
DON'T GET LEFT AGAIN
CB 111 ILL ITELLir mktg.:ear erg lISOM&
SelMaeamplete USW of hwhi 11VMDZIAII at
BILLOW mg sem assauhice ars er dada fa the world.
DO 1110T Bur A BIOTOLE fiVellat goy
Or on Hof Ism; til have mealead our complete Pres
Issues and every kind of h41%-grade and
birAlea,_
?RIC= a 
madela, sod learn of our reusarkable
_ sow offers made possible by selling from
direct to rider with so sderlemen's profits.
vir amp oar iippamplIM williowt a oral defrost?. Pay the Ireehrld
allow 16 Days Pee* Trial and make other liberal terms which no
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get meek
able information by simply writing as •
We seed a amass Aossaa in every tow"tertsd can offer an
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
tows.
0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° "
AN) '  $443
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IlEAD OF DERAL DEPA RTMENT OF JUSTICE TELLS OF
THE STEAKpROGIIESS MADE IN, CHECKING THE GROW-
ING POWER ‘F CORPORATIONS, AND INSTANCES THE
SNCCESSFUL PROSECUTION OF THE NORTHERN SECURI-
TIES, 1HE BEEF TFeUST, THE GEERAL PAPER COMPANY
AND THE SALT TRUST.
"Mr. Attorney General, has the im-
position of fines alone proved effect-
ive in checking corporation violations
of law, or is criminal prosecution and
imprisonment of individuals neces-
,sary to correct abuses?"
Charles J. Bonaparte, head of the
department of justice, member of the
president's cabinet and chief law offi-
cer of the national government, lis-
tened attentively to this question put
t him by the New York World. He
ought a moment to frame the
'lards of his answer, and then. smil-
ng as sweetly as though ladling out
mills and honey, spoke these words
tba_t spell j-a-i-I for somebody:
'Inn some cases where continuous
violations of the law involve a large
number of illegal acts, each one of
them criminal, the total fines which
can be imposed have proved a suffic•t
lent deterrent. But in Other cases it
is the opinion of most prosecuting
'officers that the law can be much
snore clearly and effectively enforced
through the imprisonnmet of individ-
ual defendants."
Seek to Punish Individuals.
To the man who visits Washington
these days and converses freely with
high officers of the government cer-
tain things become plain through cu-
mulative evidence. One of the most
important of these things is that the
executive, the investigating and the
rosecuting departments of the gov-
• ent now seek the individual vio-
of the law who in the past has
behind the soulless, inanimate
• Ovation that could not be sent to
MI nor made to suffer in body, mind
or conscience.
For years the government's princi-
pal prosecution of railroad compan-
ioe were conducted under the Elkins
kw. That act took its name from its
nominal author, the scenator from
West Virginia. Was he a friend to
the small dealer and a foe to the cor-
ation in proposing such a law? Not
a bit of it The senator was the
kindest friend the manipulators of
Wall stkeet have had •For fourteen
ears he saved them from jail, for
the law to which he gave his name
emitted fines as its only penalties.
the few thousands of dollars that
ii.gments of courts might impose
ere as dimes to the dollars made by
intating the law fly taking one
tep of radical ads ance in tons. when
Elkins act seas passed, the cor-
nations staved off until now far
ore kvere penalties.
Today the new laws enacted by
ongress governing interstate corn-
rce, the decision of the supreme
mitt steadily broadening the scope
nd power of government regulation
nil the vigorous action of the depart-
nt of justice have inaugurtaed a
ea- era restraining that system so
NI), called "preadtory plutocracy"
Survey of Past and Future.
Mindful of the attack! that William'
Brayn once made upon the. United
ates supreme court as the ally of
ealth; mindful of the attitude of at-
rney-generals in the past who had
alt lenitently rather than vigorous-
with the growing lpower of cc:woo-
ions, and mindful, too, of the wide-
divergent attitude of staten--ex-
mely radical like Texas and ex-
ely protective like New Jersey—
sought Mr. Bonaparte to obtain a
vey of the past and a forecaet of
future. I asked him to tell the
odd how the prosecution of corpo.
ions had slowly but steadily pro-
eased, how the Federal courts have
rengthened the hand of the weak
inst the strong; how they render-
more effective service than even
he radical state courts, and how all
his had tended to centralize more
nil more the power of government
n one strong Federal head. The at-
torney general of the United States
said:
"The prosecution of corporations
by the federal government through
the department of justice dates back
o the enactment of the first inter-
te commerce law its 0047 and to
e Sherman anti-trust act. of too.
the twenty years that have elapsed
e record stands as follows:
Under Sherman Anti-Trust Law 
Rills in equity 23
Injunctions granted 14
Dismissed 
Pending 
yNnrcTikfricrs 
Convictions 
Dismissed 
Pending
FORMATION ' AND CON.
PRiKEEDNAS.
Convictions #. bed  
AL CASES
e
PRISONMENT OF INDIVID-
UALS FOR CORPORATIONS
I \
I.
3
3
6
9
4
45
vernment successes  20
TAT, FINES rmPosr.ry..$s0000
nder the Interstate Commerce Law,
Including the Elkins Act.
Indictments 78
' Convictions 20
• Cfses petelf
Acquittals afrk4raismsitials  9
Total fines imposed . $507, too
"In addition to the fines two de-
fendants were sentenced ;o jail.
Only One Imprisolunent Sentence.
"This latter case is the sole im-
prisonment sentence up to date in the
prosecution of corporations. One
year ago in the United States district
court of Missouri two men, Thomas
and Taggart', were found guitly of
conspiracy to obtain rebates contrary,
to the Interstate Commerce and El-
kins acts on shipments of general
merchandise from Kansas City 'to
the East, Thomas was fined' $6,000
and sentenced to jail for six months;
Taggart was fined $4,000 and sen-
tenced to jail for three months. Both
sentences are held up pending appeal
to the higher courts.
"The Sherman Anti-Trust law, if
almost dormant for many years, is
now proving one of the most efficient
acts to check corporation tendencies.
During the 'Roosevelt administration
more cases have been brought under
its provisions than during the com-
bined administrations of Presidents
Harrison, Cleveland and McKinley
The law prohibits agreement 'in re-
straint of trade or commerce' and
monopolization or attempt at mo-
nopolization or attempt at monopliza-
nnpolization of any part of trade or
commerce.
"Although decisions of the su-
preme court have shed much light on
the meaning of the words used in the
law to express the acts prohibited,
yet the exact limits of the meaning
of 'restraint' and 'monopolization'
have not been ascertained with pre-
cision The uncertainty of the
meaning of the law. its conflict with
the tendencies of business and the
insufficiency of the means of detect-
ing offenees, have made its enforce-
ment slow and difficult, and obedience
to its provisions far from un:versal.
Three Important Points Decided.
"In the first decade of the law's ex-
istence decisions by the United States
supreme court made clear three im-
portant points These were: First,
in the Joint Traffic Association case,
that the law is constitutional; second,
in the Addyston Pipe company case,
that a combination of manufacturers,
fixing price: and suppressing compe-
tition in the sale of their products in
interstate commerce, is forbidden by
the act, third, in the Trans-Missouri
Freight association case, that a com-
bination among competing interstate
railways by which rates of fare are
established and maintained is forbid-
den by law, although the rates in
themselves may not he unreasonable.
"In the past four years there has
been much activity in the prosecu-
tion of corporations under this anti-
trust law, and some notable cases
have served to establish more clear-
ly the meaning and scope of the act.
The decision in the Northern Securi-
ties case forbade a holding company
from taking over two lines of rail-
way. the Great Northern and North-
ern Pacific. under common mana.re-
.
ment so that competition between
them would be suppressed. In the
beef trust case a combination of bus-
ineas firme'engaged in the meat bus-
iness was forbidden
Trusts Successfully Pkosecuted.
"The General Paper company case
not only dissolved a combination of
paper manufacturers but required the
answering of quelstions and the pro•
duction of books and papers. The
Salt trust was also successfully pros-
crated. /
"The preqrinaryn
 
proceedings in
prosecution of the American Tobacco
company, commonly known as the
tobacco true:, have resulted in a de-
cision of very great importance in
broadening the scope of the anti-
trust law. Investigation was begun
of corporations believed to be com-
bining and conspiring to control the
trade of licorice paste, an article used
in the manufacture of tobacco. Sub-
poenas duces tecutts were served on
the the officers of the companies di-
recting them to produce papers and
other documentary evidence belong-
ing to the corporations They refus-
ed to obey the strlipoena or to an-
swer questions propounded to them.
"The United States supreme court
in deciding ,this question held that
corporations deriving their franchis-
es from' the state governments exer-
cise them in the conduct of interstate
commerce in subordination of the
power of congress to regulate it and
subject to the authority of the na-
tional government to ascertain wheth-
er they are observing the national
laws. Such corporations have no
constitutional privile to refuse to
produce, upon due d reasonable
Process of law the hot 's and papers
relevant to such commerce and such
production does not confer upon
them immtinity from criminal prose-
cution.
Right of Congress to Regulate Con-
firmed.
"This decision confirms the right
7)7—Congress TO—TeTiTate. commerce
aMong the states widens the power
of the national goverment over state
corporations, and opeaa.the .way to
secure evidence of Volations of law.
"The scend phase of corporation
prosecutions of the Interstate Com-
merce act of 1887, as amended, and
'the Elkins law. Mr. Justice Moody,
in his last 'report as attorney-gener-
al, gave a very clear summary of the
operations of this law, relating chief-
ly to discriminations In railroad rates,
which I cannot do better than quote.
On this subject he said:
"/ PThe se discriminations have
been one efffficient cause in building
up the combinations commonly call-
ed trusts. They 'have increased the
wealth and power of large combina-
tions at the expense of the weaker
producer and dealer, and with in-
creased strength has come increased
power to compel from the carriers
discriminatory practices. In the ear-
lier history of railroad transporta-
tion the practice of rebating was
common, well understood and not
prohibited ,by any federal statute.
It was regarded as one aspect of the
principle of competition which the
common law cherished.
"'The interstate commerce law of
1887 was founded upon the theory
that all patrons of common carriers
were entitled to equality of treat-
ment. During the nearly twenty
years which have elapsed since the
passage of this act there have been
nranty attempts by indictment to en-
force its penalties, but either through
the inefficiency of the law or for och-
er reasons they have not been con-
spicuously successful. A careful ex-
ammation discloses that there were in
those years seventy-nine indictments,
upon which the government 'failed in
sixty-two and' succeeded in seven-
teen. No sentences of imprisnoment
were executed and the total fines
amounted to $16,376. It is safe to
say that these penalties, distributed
over many years, were as deterrents
from the commission of prohibited of-
fenses, negligible factors.
Elkins Law a Lever.
"But in 1903 the so-called Elkins
law was passed. This law very much
strengthened the hands of the gov-
ernment in dealing with discrimina-
tory practices of railroads. It made
it unlawful for any persons to give
or receive any rebate or discrimina-
tion, whereby property, by any de-
vice, should be transported at less
than the published rate.
"It has been claimed after the
passage of the Elkins act that rebates
and other unlawful discriminations
had practically ceased, but evidence
coming to the department of justice
justified the belief that the carriers
were continuing to give and she ship-
pers to receive rebates. It seemed,
therefore, desirable that an earnest
effort should be made to enforce the
law vigorously As a result seventy-
seven indictments have been returned.
Upon these indictments thirteen cor-
porations and seventeen individuals
have been found guilty. The indi-
vidual% were sentenced to fines rang-
ing from $1.000 to eto.000 each. The
corporations have been fined from
Ste.000 to $rofi.000 each.
"The Elkins act provided only for
tines of corporafons and individuals
convicted of discriminatory practices
in railroad rates, but congress last
year by its amendments to the inter-
state commerce law added the penal-
ty of imprisonment.
Prosecutes Various Criminals.
"The activities of the department
of justice have not been confined to
the prosecution of railroads and
trusts. It has become an aggressive
department for the prosecution of
criminals of many kinds and by its
intervention in private causes where
public interests are involved, has en-
deavored to promote the welfare of
the people.
"In this line may he mentioned the
lottery castes, which have just been
brought to a successful conclusion
after several years of persistent pros-
ecution. That evil now is stamped
out. The peonage cases in Southern
state now pending promise to put an
end to conditions bordering on slav-
ery for many unfortunate'.
"The conviction and imprisonment
of Senator NOM of Kansas, was a
striking example of the power of
federal justice. It condemned to
jail a senator of the United States,
and clearly established the law that
a senator or representative cannot re-
ceive compensation, even as an at-
torney. for services before a depart-
ment of the government in relation
to matters in which the United States
is directly or indirectly interested.
"Land frauds in the west are being
vigorously dealt with and prosecu-
tions directed at the men involved,
no matter what their official position
or prominence One of the men con-
victed was a former United States
senator. -,i
Regulated a. State's Affair.
"A case of more than passing in-
terest was the decision of the su-
preme court in relation to the South
Carolina dispensary, holding it liable
to internal revenue tax. Fifty years
ago such a decision would have been
regard as an infringement of state
rights, especially in South Carolina.
The court held that a state engaged
in a commercial business is Fable to
a tax imposed on that business by
ifederal authority.'The case of Johnson vs. the South-
ern Pacific company Is an example
of the interference pf the department
of justice in a private action in, behalf
of the public welfare. Johnson, a
brakeman, injured while coupling
Cars, sued the company for damages.
iuvp'Tved Ole va itr --ot
the Automatic' Coupler act which had
been passed by congress, and, to sus-
tain this law the government inter-
vened in Johnson's behalf. The su-
preme court finally decided against
the railway company, and the result
was the regulation of safety coupler
appliances."
"Let me ask you, Mr. Attorney-
General," I interrupted, "how has the
public, the people, I mean, of every-
day walk's in life—how have they
benefitted by these notable victories
of the department of justice over the
corporations?"
Effect on Public.
"These decisions," replied Mr. Bon-
aparte, "have tended to check the un-
wholesome and unfair competition to
which the rivals of Jefeat trusts were
exposed. In that nianner they have
prompted genuine and healthful com-
petition and helped to restore genu-
ine, and, I may say, moral competi-
tion. Let Me read to yeti an extract
•froni an article I wrote last month
for the Outlook, wherein I said:
"'Every one in trade is supposed
by economists, and also by common
law, to be ever striving to reduce the
cost or increase the value of what he
has to sell, so that he may undersell
his rival, while yet eareing for him-
self a fair profit; this process is held
wholesome and salutary by the wis-
dom and experience of mankind. But
our great trusts are usually formed
and maintained through competition
of another kind altogether; they of-
ten, even habitually, crush out dealers
who will not join them by undersell-
ing the latter without regard to profit
or even /cost—in short, by losing
money themselves that others may
do likewise, and looking for their
profits to their undisputed monopoly
in the near future, when they can
charge the helpless public whatever
may be needed to recoup their tem-
porary loss.
"'In these contests of willingness
and ability to lose money, the iniflut-
ence, often amounting to absolute
control, of trusts over our great
transportation companies has been
freely used and very effective; "re-
bates" and "differentials" and dis-
criminating rates generally have
been the most useful weapons of our
huge monopol'ets.'"
"Have the decisions of the supreme
court given effective answer to Mr.
Bryan's attack upon it when he ac-
cused it of being the friend of cor-
porations rather than the poor?"
Supreme Court Abreast of Public
Opinion.
"I think so," said the attorney-
general. 1 thing it is perfectly safe
to say that the supreme court has
kept fully abreast of enlightened and
representative public opinion on these
questions." ,
"Have the decision; of the court
tended to confer greater power on
the federal government—notably, in
the regulation of corporations, which
formerly was left to the states?"
"The legislation of congress and
the decisions sustaining the constitu-
tionality of such acts have undoubt
cdly tended to broaden the field of
federal activity.'
"Why has the federal government
intervened in a number of cases in
which it was not the orginal party,
such as the Johnson case cited above.
the Employers' Liability and the
Kansas-Colorado irrigation cases?
Was this in pursuance of any general
policy of helping the weak against
the strong?"
"The principal reason was that the
administration thought the public in
terest required an adequate presenta-
tion of the cases arising under the
statutes questioned, and their prompt
determination by, the highest court,
so that if further legislation be found
necessary application might be made
to congress as goon as possible Tt
was not thai the federal government
intended to take up the cause of ev
cry man who might have an action
against a corporation. These causes
referred to have been in the nature of
test eases to pass upon the laws"
Important Cases Pending.
I asked the attorney general what
he is going to do in future; what
cases of importance are pending, and
what new points are involved Like
a wise man he avoided the first ques-
tion and began his answer with the
second.
"Of pending cases the most import-
ant' are those against the Standard
Oil company, the fertilizer trued, the
tobacco trust, the powder trust, the
harvester cotishine and the anthracite
coal carriers, the latter two being un
der consideration The decision in
the employers' liability act and the
arbitration act, which are expected
soon, will he of much importance.
"The principal action against the
Standard' Oil company is that pending
in the United States dirtrIct court at
St. Louis. but there are other suits
in the districts of Northern Illinois,
Western Tennessee, Western Louisi-
ana, Southenr California and Western
New York The total slumber of
counts in the various indictments
against the Standard exceeds eight
thousand.
"No particularly new points are in-
volved in any of these prosecutions.
In all of them the questihns turn
mainly upon facts relating to the anti-
trust and interstate commerce laws.
The Standard raised a point in St
Louis that had not been brought tip
before—whether we could make par-
ties resident in another federal dis-
trict parties to a suit in the district
named. The court handed down a
decision that the government could
lEe
American-German
National Bank
Capital . . . . . . $230,000.00 )
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . ..t 100,000.00
Stockholders' Liam.
bility 2-30,000.cio
Total . . . . $560.onn.00
Total Resources". . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
. Petter, C. 1r. Rieke, hinscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier. -
OUR RATES
.are the same as they always were
and we have collectors, too
PADUCAH
HOW TEPRONE
Company. Incorporated
•
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction,.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and in enuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 220 South 'Third St.
J.E.Williamson&Co
Oro L Weil & Co
INSURANCE!' AGENCY
FIRE.
ACCIDENT,
PLATE GLASS
LIABILITY,
MARINE.
LIFE,
HEALTH.
BONDS,
STEAM BOILER.
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 726
CAMPBELL BUILDINF
two years—to show all Americans,
whether rich or poor and of whatever
station and condition in life, that the
laws made for their common good
demand the prompt and unquestion-
ing obedience of all alike.'
National Editorial Association.
Norfolk, Va., June m0—The Na-
tional Editorial association, embrac-
ing newspaper publishers and editors
throughout the United States, met in
twenty-second annual convention at
the exposition today. The forenoon
was given over to the opening for-
malities, with addresses of welcome
by President Tucker of the exposi-
tion, Gov. Swanson and President W.
S. Copeland of the Virginia Press as-
sticiathion. The response was made
by Walter Williams, of Columbia,
Mo. This afternoon the ediotrs lis-
tened to an address by President
Roosevelt.
Government 'vs. New York Central.
, so. Rochester, N. Y., June to..
-.-The
"It has been and is the RIM of thts 
case of the Federal Government
a ill idol vire rton—an elm attilltrett afet:ttst VOA— Cen"itt
unswerving ildelity 'during the past Hudson River remota, was 
called for
f
hearing in the federal court here to-
day. The case arises over a shipment
of petroleum and its products front
Rochester to Norwood as part of a
shipment made by the Vacuum (241
company to the Standard Oil com-
pany from Omaha to Burlington, Vt.
tdor W. Whittellore
Real tstate Agency
Paducah
tacky
ment
Real
Farms..
Lots
Kentucky
Price
Western Ken-
Monthly Pay.
Investment. Western
Estate Journal am/
to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
ash:
ni14^
List
Astate.
Easy
for
Real
Free
MALL
Violet Talcum
Antiseptic and Healing.
The Daintiest Powder for
Summer use.
•
25c the can
A DRUG STORE
"VT!' 45c BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
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ts POPULAR WANTS. a
U a
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can, speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
ROOMS—For rent, 706 Jefferson
street.
FOR SALE---One 5 foot and one
8 foot oak show case. Bargain, care
Register.
 •
NOTICE.
Paducah Royal Arch chapter No.
3o will meet in special convocation
this afternoon, June ii, at 4 o'clock
for work in M. M., P. M. and M. E.
M. Stated convocation at 8 'o'clock,
at which time R. A. degree will be
conferred. .4
H. W. HILLS, Hill
FRED ACKER, Secretary.
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'Attorneys Hal S. Corbett and Jas.
Campbell returned Sunday from
Louisville. q.•ift:
Mrs. Gus Reitz and daughter, Miss
Irma, and Miss Blanche Street will
leave Thursday for a several week's
visit in Cincinnati.
Mrs. Catherine Lee and niece,
Mattie Tollerson. have returned
from Mayfield.
Miss -Addie Byrd has returned
from Brownsville, Tenn., where she
taught school the past session.
Mr. Pearlie Williams of Cairo as
here Sunday visiting his brother,
Mr .Allard Williams. the postman.
Miss Nora O'Hara of Rose Claire,
is visiting her sister M,rs. C. E.
Renfro!.
Miss Ethel Simpson of Montgom-
ery Ala.. and Miss Ruth Wells of
Nolin, are guests of Miss Mabel
Calissi.
Messrs. Si Bryant, Dick Holland,
George Ross and others weld to
Turner's Lake yesterday for a fish.
Miss Sue Smith or the Public
schools yesterday went to visit in
Chicagof before going to Iowa to
spend the summer.
Mr. Edward Cohen and wife yes-
terday went to Cincinnati and Lows-
yule.
Rev. and Mrs. jos W. Blackaud and
daughter, Lucile ,returned yesterday
from Mayfield.
Mrs. M. L. Wilkinson and Miss
Mary Grubbs of near Hardin. are
visiting their sisterrMrs. Wm. Gil-
bert of West Tennessee street,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Burnet(. 7%of
Paris, Tenn., arrived( here Sunday
and after a brief visit to relatives,
yesterday went to Dawson.
Miss bona Kkinetz%la yesterday
went to Glendale to visit.
Dr. Phil Stewart Dr. Horace Riv-
ers and others- yesterday went to
Turner's Lake for a week's fishing.
Dr. Frank Boyd and wife • will s-e-
tern next Saturday from ...Atlantic
City and other -eastern .potais. .
'..•-...essisniimmitar -
The Paducah Con-
crete, Sewer Pipe
and Black Co.
Are prepared to make any, size of
pipe you want
BUILDING BLOCKS
Of al sizes and shapes. Our blocks
are the most perfect building ma-
terial on the market.
OUR PIPES
ARE THE BEST
They rnprove_ every
Telt I
j
n the ground.
327 Farley Place.
year, they are
Mr. Henry Cave will return last of
this week from Centre College of
nville, Ky., which he attends.
Rev. 'Samuel B. Moore of the First
Christian church, yesterday went to
St. Louis to visit his family that will
probably return with hire.'
Rev. John Bleecker returned last
night from the east.
Mk. J. -C. Barnes of Stephenville,
Texas, is here visiting Mr. Wm.
Pool.
Miss Gerttrude Palmer of Palmer-
ville, N. C., is here visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. P. G. Reed of
North Seventh.
Mr. W. C. Sutherland of McComb
City Miss, leaves for home today, af-
ter attending the funeral of his sis-
ter. Mrs. tB. W: Mockbee.
Mr. E. S. Weatherington and wife
have gone to St. Lotus to reside.
Mir. R. A. Crawford wife and child
of Clinton are visiting the latter's
brothers, Messrs. J. H. and J. W.
Jones. •
Miss Robie Crawford of May6eld
is visiting Mrs. Bertha Lancaster.
Miss Mae Hardison of Mayfield is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. J. H.
Hardison.
Mr. T. Lee Crumbaugh, of Mem-
phis, spent Sunday in the city visit-
ing relatives.
POLITICS AND POLITICIAN&
Carter H. Harrison, former mayor
of Chicago, is "'n the hands of his
friends" as a candidate for the Dem-
ocratic nomination for president in
r9o8.
It is reported that Joaquin Miller,
the aged poet of the Sierras, contests-,
plates leaving his California home
and taking up his residence in Ore-
gon, with a view ti landing the Unit-
ed States senatorship in the latter
state.
A movement is afoot to hold a na-
tional convention of negroes in Bal-
timore the latter part of this month
to protest against the nominption of
Secretary Taft for the presidency.
The Lily White wing of the Re-
publican party in Alabama has issued
a call for- a conference of Republican
leaders to be held in Birmingham on
June 26 for the purpose of drafting a
plan for a thorough organization in
the state.
Joseph W. Folk of Missouri for
president and John A. Johnson of
Minnesota for vice ,president on the
Democratic ticket is the latest tip to
find .its way westward from New
York,
Pearl Wight, of New Orleans, re-
cently appointed commissioner of in-
Have Nose Treated.
Mr. Mocoe Reed left this morn-
ing fotincinnati where he enters
a hospital for treatment of his nose
that was injured when he was a
lad, and which recurrent attacks have
made treatment necessary. He will
be gone several weeks.
Found Unconscious.
Mack Snyder, employe of the East
Tennessee Telephone company, was
found unconscious at Ninth and
Ketucky avenue yesterday and taken
to the ciy ospital. In falling he
struck hs head on the pavement and
concussion developed.
Overcome by Congestion.
Henry Parker, aged 14 years, was
found unconscious on th ebanks of
the Tennessee river, above this city.
Snday afternoon, and Dr. Carl Sears
immediately summoned for attend-
ance. It developed he was overcome
suddenly with congestion -wit*
alone. He was found by some In*/
apd di 0 not recover his senses until/
Sunday night late, . He lives in the'
Epperson section of the county, six
miles from this city.
Leg Sprained.
One street car crashed into the
rear of another at -Twenty-fourth
and Jefferson streets 'Sunday after-
noon, and MY. Wm. Brazleton was
thrown from his seat in such a Ivey
as to badly sprain his leg. Failure
of the brakes to work caused the
mishap.
TO ORGANIZE
CENTRAL BODY
PADUCAH UNION MEN GO
DOWN TO MAYFIELD TO AS-
SIST IN WORK.
The Printers' Union of This City
Gathers in Adjourned Session
This Afternoon.
Messrs. E. M Willis, Louis P.
Head, B. N. Mbsely, Claude John-
ston, George Walters and other la-
bor union parties. leave here, tomor-
row evening at 6 o'clock for May-
field to organize a Central Labor
body for that city. The local dele-
gation will return late tomorrow
night.
The different irades at Mayfield
ad Bros. Sole Agents tor.Miller Monitor Ranges
_ as. 
ternal revenue, is the Republican Na-
tional Committeeman from Louissi-
ana. He is a native of Maine, but
has lived in Louisiana since he was
twenty-one years old. He is a man
of wealth and prominently, identified
with the business interests of New
Orleans.
THIS IS MY egoTH BIRTHDAY"
—Sir Reginald Clare Hart.
Major-General Sir Reginald Clare
hart, a distinguished British soldier
who is shortly to terminate forty
years' service in his majesty's forces,
was born in County Clare, Ireland,
June it, Ift48. His father was a lieu-
tenant-general in the British army.
Sir Reginald. after receiving his pre-
liminary training at Marlborough.
ant Cheltenham colleges, was ap-
pointed-aficutenant in the 'Royal En-
gineers at the age of twenty-one.
From the time he entered the service
his promotions were rapid. He won
his Victoria Cross in the Afghan war
of An, when, in spite of galling
fire from' a much superior force, he
literally cut his way to the rescue Of
a wounded trooper of the 13th Bengal
Lancers. He was also conspicuous
for his courage in tht 188t Ashanti
expedition. and wa% twice mentioned
in Liileses during the 1882 Egyp-
ign. Since tow he has
held the important command of the
Thames distritt. Besides countless
other recognitions from headquarters,
Sir Reginald possesses no fewer than
fiygistinclions for bravery, in saving
h n life.
HAS ATTACK
OF APPENDICITIS
MR. BLAINE kILGORE MAY
HAVE TO BE OPER-
ATED ON.
mIl••••••
Mr. Roscoe Reed Gone to Cincinnati
to Have His Nose Treated—
Others Ailing.
Mr. (Blaine Kilgore, superintend-
ent of cooperage works 'n tMechan-
icshorg. is coufined at his room with
an atqLck of appendicitis, and may
be operated on. His physi-
cians yesterday telegraphed the
eminent surgeon, Dr Mudd of St.
•-fnis, to hold himself in readifrert
to come here and pexforT the opera-
tiou. should. his Servites be 'needed.
RADE WATER
Segnan— 
have organized their respective un-
ions and the central body is to be
instituted. The printers' union of
this city will meet ths afternoon at
5 o'clock at the hall on North Fourth
street, itbeing an adjourned session
over from Sunday when they gather-
ed to discuss different business mat-
ter. roming before them.
As yet no settlement has been ef-
fected between the union carpenters
and the contracting,firms, and indica-
tions are that both sides will hold
(suet° the last. It will be six weeks
tomorrow since the union carpenters
refused to go back to work On the
contractors rejecting the new sched-
ule of wages that provided the car-
penters would bt. paid a slight ad-
vance in wages for'the ensuing year.
ENDS OF FINGgRIS
MASHED BY
CARRIAGE DOOR
Mr. J. H. Sutherland, of 61/ North
Sixth, who travels for the Old Ken
tucky Manufacturing company, Manu-
facturers of poultry food, ia nursing
a pair of badly mashed fingers on his
right hand.
He was preparing to leave on the
1:48 train this morning, and when
the cab reached the depot the driver
slamtsrd the door to. catching two
digits ind tearing the flesh from the
ends. Dr. Sights dressed, the injury,
which will lay Mr. Sutherland tip for
several days.
The driver was not to blame, Mt.
Sutherland says.
Again we read of negro movement
to destroy Taft's candidacy. If this
continues there will not be a state A good citizzen not only obeys
south of Ohio Democratic. the law but aids in securing ()bend;
ence to taw on the part of others
4 po
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BROADWAY
SPRING SHIRTS
Soft Shirts are ready! If you want
to get a chance at the handsomest
Negligee Shirts your eyes ever rested
upon—come here now and make your
selections.
Come, while there's an opportunity
to skim the cream of the stock.
Our line includes about everything
a Man can want in cool Shirts.
Plaited or plain bosoms, Cuffs at-
tached or detached—Sleeves of dif-
ferent lengths.
All sizes. Long price range.
50C, $1.00
$1.50 TO $3.00
There won't be a stiff Shirt in sight
as soon as the weather warms up a
trifle—So come, take a peep while the
choice styles are here.
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The Reuben Dunbar left yesterday
for Clarksville. and returning tomor-
row pulls out for Nashville.
This morning at eight o'clock the
Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo and
conies hack tonight about i o'clock.
The steamer Clyde came out of
the Tennessee Jiver yesterday and
stays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternon before getting away upon
her return
The Joe Fowler yesterday went to
Evansville and comes back totnor-
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evahsvile and comes back'
tomorrow.
The Georgia Lee reaches Cincin-
nati today and leaving there tomor-
row, gets here next Saturday hound
down for Memphis.
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis to-
day and gets here Thursday bound up
for Cincinnati
The city of Sakai() left St. Louis
yesterday and gets here tonight late
bound for the Tennessee river.
FORMER KENTUCKIAN
CLAIMS NOMINATION.
FOR GOV. OF OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City, 0k., June io.—The
returns for the democratic primary
are coming in 90 slowly that definite
estimate result is hazardous C. N.
Haskell tonight claims ,to have a plu•
rality of 16,0000. while Lee Cruce,
formerly of Marion. Ky.. claims the
noniination for governor by fl,000 to
to,000 with the belief that when the
returns are in from the Chickasaw
Nation and Western Oklahoma tfty
will more than overcome the lead con
ceded to Haskell at this time.
The returns from the vote on the
United States senatorship make cer-
tain tbe nomination of Robert Owen
and the probable nomination of Roy
Hoffman.
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Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
What you pay out for car fare would soon
by our easy terms. The
pay I or a wheel—
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
Are the best that can be produced. 515 00 up. Old wheels
in exchange.
Our repair department in charge of experts. Creapeet house
in town for Tires. Pumps, Saddles, etc. Remember the place
Williams Bicycle Co.
26-1 aft North Fifth street. Net to r.entucky Theatre.
Sheet Music for Piano
At 2c, 3 1:3c and 10c a Copy
If you know a good thing when you see it. you will find all this
music worth double the pike we ask for it.
NEVER AGAIN DO YOU GET THESE PIECES AT SUCH,
A PRIM
D. E. Wilson B"Music Man
At Harbour's Department. Store
Please remember that we show a most desirable selection of late
vitt and new music at cut prices.
if 
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FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
P1 1-1 CSIZ 1745 4
R.EAL
PITTSBURG
est' Kentuck Coal Co.
INCORPORATE)
Office and Elevator 2nd t9t Ohio
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